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House Kills Emergency
Energy Bill Early Today
WASHINGTON AP) — A
hopelessly hamstrung House
killed a Senate-passed emergency energy bill early today.
Then it refused to let Congress
take a month's vacation.
The House voted down the
Senate bill 219 to 34. Many congressmen opposed the Senate
bill because it did not contain a
restriction on windfall profits
for oil companies.
At the peak of the balloting
on this bill that would have given President Nixon a free hand
to ,rder gasoline rationing, the
H. use suffered its own energy
crisis as the electronic voting
system broke down.
After this touch of irony, a
long day of parliamentary
maneuvers by Republicans and

oil-state legislators ended when
the House flatly refused to quit
for the year although it obviously could not agree with the
Senate on energy legislation.
For the first time in 20 years,
the House rejected the normally routine adjournment resolution. This 171-74 vote against
leaving for a winter vacation
was followed by a decision, at
1:32 a.m., to recess until noon.
Congress remained deadlocked over the energy legislation. House Democratic Leader
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. of Massachusetts said: "I don't know
how we can break the logjam,
but there's no onus on us — we
tried in good faith to do our
part."
O'Neill said the White House

is happy that the legislation
died. House Republican Leader
John J. Rhodes of Arizona replied that the White House
wants the "right kind" of legispromptly
lation. O'Neill
charged that President Nixon
"wants a monarchy, he wants
to run the whole show."
House Democrats claimed it
was up to the Senate to initiate
any new compromise. But Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana said the
Senate had no intention of trying to resolve the impasse before Jan. 21, when Congress
had been due to return.
Rep. John Brademas, D-Ind.,
assistant Democratic whip,
blamed the Republicans and
"big oil" for the impasse that

Congress Approves 11 Per Cent
Social Security Benefit Hike

blocked House action.
"We rejected the package
handed to us tonight because
we refused to allow the big oil
companies to reap windfall
profits without any limit whatever. We have acted in the best
interests of the people of the
United States. The Nixon administration and the House Republicans have demonstrated
who calls their turn — big oil,"
Brademas said.
Before turning down the Senate's version, the House refused
to go along with two compromises offered by Rep. Harley 0. Staggers D-W.Va., chairman of the Commerce Committee and chief handler of the
emergency energy legislation.
The Senate, facing filibuster
threats by senators from oilproducing states, dropped a
provision to restrict windfall
profits. It passed a strippeddown bill giving the President
emergency energy power until
April 1.
Nixon adr.iinistration spokesmen argued that the excessprofits matter should be left for
resolution in January when the
President has said he will offer
windfall tax legislation.
In other action Friday, Congress sent the President bills
that would:
—Set up a system to salvage
the bankrupt Penn Central and
at least six other railroads iiifinancial distress through the
North and Midwest.
This calls for a reorganization plan aimed at creating a
scaled-down and moneymaking
rail network, and would involve
a $1.5 billion government loan
guarantee and $558 million in
grants and subsidies.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress has approved a Christmas present for the nation's 30
million Social Security beneficiaries, an 11 per cent increase
in benefits.
If signed by President Nixon,

Christmas In Denny, Ca.,
Is Always Old-Fashioned
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Two Paducahans Killed
In Plane Crash Friday
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Quake Anniversary Relived

By Survivors In Nicaragua
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Highest U.S. Military Court

Heavy Snow Lashes States In Northeast
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Princess For Current Holidays
Special recipes for the
holidays have been prepared by
Kiss Sherry Ezell, Kentucky
State Dairy Princess, Gracey,
and by the American Dairy
Association of Kentucky.
They include the following:
CREESEY WIENIES
a dip delight)
1 lb. skinless wieners
2 cups cottage cheese
1 tsp. grated onion_
1,2 tsp. garlic salt
2 tsps. lemon juice
4 tsp. salt
green pepper and pimento
Cut wieners crosswise into 1"
chunks and skewer with picks.
Mix all other ingredients in
electric blender wntil smooth.
Place dip in center of platter
with wieners around it. Garnish
dip with minced green peppers
and pimentos.
POOR MAN'S PATE'
1 lb. Braunschweiger
/
1
2 lb. cream cheese
L4 cup finely minced onion
2 hardboiled eggs mashed
/
1
2 tsp. garlic salt
L4 cup ground cucumber optional)
Cake coloring
Soften Braunschweiger to
room temperature. Mix with
onion and egg and form into
ball. Mix garlix salt and
cucumber in cream cheese.
Color with green cake coloring
until it is a nice Christmas
green. Ice Braunschweiger ball
with colored cream cheese
mixture just as you would ice a
cake. Decorate with pimentos if
you wish. Serve with crackers.
FONDUE-IT
1-1
/
2 cup evaporated milk
1 tbsp butter
1 cup fine bread crumbs
2 cups grated cheese
/
1
2 tsp. dry mustard

2 eggs slightly beaten
1 cup your favorite seafood bits
or chipped beef or turkey bits
Melt butter in blazer pan of
chafing or fondue pot. Add milk
and all other ingredients except
eggs. Stir constantly over low
heat until cheese is melted. Just
before serving, beat in eggs one
at a time, then add seafood or
meat. If fondue thickens on
standing, stir in warm
evaporated milk until it reaches
the right consistency. Dip
toasted bread strips or
cauliflower.
CHEESE LOG
2 3-oz. pkgs. cream cheese
1 5-oz. pkg. sharp Cheddar
1 5-oz. pkg. Roquefort
1 5-oz. pkg. Smoky. Cheese
/
1
2 tsp. grated onion
/
1
2 tsp. Worcestershire
44 cup milk
Pi cup finely chopped nuts
Let four cheeses warm to
room temperature. Mix with
onion, Worcestershire and milk
until blended. Mix in /
1
2 of nuts.
Cool. Shape into log and roll in
remaining nuts and chopped
parsley. Serve with crackers.
May garnish with olives.
MISS SHERRY Ezell, Kentucky Dairy Princess, Gracey, shows
SKINNY DIP
her easy-to prepare party table for the holidays. She was named
1 cup cultured sour cream
as state dairy princess, representing the American Dairy
2 tablespoons horseradish Association of Kentucky.
It tsp. garlic salt
red cake coloring
raw cauliflower celery,
cucumber, green pepper,
peeled broccoli stems.
Mix sour cream, horseradish
and garlic salt. Blend in cake
coloring to desired red. Cut
vegetables in pick-size chunks
to dip.
HOLIDAY FROST
Blend vanilla ice cream (1
cup) with'''. cup milk and red or
green cake coloring Serve
immediately in julep cups with
peppermint stick stir.
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By Abigail Van Buren
Sunday, December 23
Puryear Baptist Church will
present its annual Christmas
cantata, "The Story of
Christmas," at seven p.m. at
the church.

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

'Mr. and Mrs. • Roosevelt
Mathis will have a reception In
honor of their golden wedding
anniversary at the DexterHardin United Methodist
Church from two to four p.m.

SH°CIC
...THE DAY
THE INSANE
TOOK OVER
THE ASYLUM!

WISCONSIN GUESTS
Dr. and Mrs. John T. Murdock and two sons, Rick and
Larry, and daughter, Cindy of
Middleton, Wisconsin, are
spending the holidays with their
parents and grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Murdock of
Lynn Grove and Mrs.John
Workman of Murray. They are
also visiting other relatives and
friends in the city and county.

"DON'T
LOOK TA
BASEMENT"
J

Baptist

GARNISHING
SALADS
Garnish stylishly with a
little bit of what's in the salad:
carrot curls for a gelled
grated carrot salad; a few
whole shrimp with a shrimp
mousse, lemon or orange
slices, or grape halves to gild
molded fruit salads. Concentrate your effects at one
side rather than on top: three
or four overlapping slices of
cucumber; a cluster of cherry
tomatoes; a few radish roses;
a bouquet of raw cauliflower
or broccoli flowerets.

UNSTOPPABLE!
"THE
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SIDNEYerPOlTlElk,.,,
cOECEMBEK,

to Show Ton ite & Sat. 11:40 p.m.
"Private School Girls" 18 or Over Only
Thru
TUE.

MAURI:E

Is an susiorgottablo picture.
BLUR MSS aW ISIMLAS NMI/

DEAR ABBY: About a month ago we had a flash flood.
and I lost nearly all the treasures I had saved for 45 years
Albums filled with pictures and snapshots, letters, clippings
—none of which can be replaced. I had them stored in
plastic containers, and when I opened them, all I found was
mud and water!
It seems that a part of my life is gone, and I am
heartsick over it. I ant 60 and have had a very happy life.
:Our children are married and gone, and there are just tht,
two of us.
I've tried to keep busy and not dwell on my loss, but it
is on my mind constantly. I wish I could forget this terrible
nightmare.
Somehow I feel that you can help me. Abby, have you
ever lost any of your treasures? And if you have, how did
you get over it?
DEPRESSED IN HOUSTON
DEAR DEPRESSED: Yes, Dear. I lost my beautiful
mother in 1945. IShe was only 571 And a few years later, I
lost a wonderful father. Ifle was 62.1 And not a day passes
but what I don't thank God for letting me have my parents
for as long as I did. I know many who were not nearly as
blessed as I, and I think of those who have survived a far
greater tragedy—losing their children.
Now, what were you saying about clippings and pictures and other "treasures"?
DEAR ABBY. Out of the blue, my wife told me she
had just terminated a love affair with a friend of ours, but
she wouldn't tell me his name.
I now feel very awkward around all our friends, and
.I've asked my wife to tell me which one it was so I will
quit having negative feelings about all of them. She claims
it is all over now so his name is unimportant. How can I
get her to name the man? I do not want to end our
EENY MEENY MINEY MO
marriage
DEAR MO: Tell your wife you think she invented the
whole story to make you jealous, and unless she tells you
his name, you aren't buying her "confession."
DEAR ABBY: I have had several heated arguments
with my wife over the following problem: When I die, I
want to be buried as soon as possible. I do not want a
funeral, with flowers, prayers, a priest, and a bunch of
long-lost relatives and friends kneeling beside my made-up
corpse. I believe all that nonsense only prolongs the agony
of immediate family and close friends.
My wife says she will,. not allow my wish to be carried
out. Can I take legal action now to assure me that my
NOT A FANCY MAN
wishes will be carried out?
DEAR NOT: Morally, it would seem only right that you
should have your say about what happens to your body
after your demise. But legally, your remains may become
the "property" of the next of kin. If I were you. I'd talk to
my lawyer.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I had an argument about
something and hope you can settle it. Does Lawrence
Welk's champagne lady have false teeth? Or are they her
own?
CURIOUS IN LANCASTER
DEAR CURIOUS: They're hers. II got it straight from
the horse's mouth.I
Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your chest
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 0700, L. A.,
Calif. MU. Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope,
please.

Attention! Attention!
We now install Perma-Guard Fire Alarm Systems
for the home.

* Coming WEDNESDAY
Walt Disney's "THAT DARN CAT"[G]

Superior Exterminating
711 Main

753-7266

Murray, Ky.

• Famous Maker Lingerie
From A Leading California
Manufacturer
• Tricots, Satins, Laces,
Brocades Lavishly Trimmed
• Peignoir Sets, Baby Dolls,
Short and Long Gowns,
Hostess Gowns, Pajamas

REMEMBER: You can I
use your Bank Credit
Cards for Halide
Purchases!
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program
Washer,
Carlisle,
Isaiah Ti
Boggess.
Present
previous]
Mrs. Orli
Jack Cai
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desired, from white net
Machine stitch two pieces
together. Fill with colorful
sTocKINGs perfumed soap. A red or green
CHRISTMAS
Christmas
satin ribbon tied at top comMake a fragrant
loves pletes the gift —Mrs. Maxine
who
lady
the
for
stocking
size Griffin, Federal Bldg. Clinton.
luxury. Cut two stockings,

Coffee Cup Chatter

6

"d LEDGER & TIMES
1-177
it.AY

7or and about

Baptist Women Of Kirksey Church Meet
The Baptist Women of
Kirksey Church observed the
week of prayer for foreign
missions with a special
program at the church on
Thursday, December.6, at the
church.
"God's Gifts Unspeakable"
was the theme of the program
directed by Mrs. R.W. Blakely
who read the scripture from II
Corinthians 9:15 and led in
prayer.
Others taking part in the
program were Mesdames Jim
Washer, W.A. Erwin, Pete
Carlisle, Urban 13elcher,
Isaiah Treas, and Miss Faye
Boggess.
Present for the meeting, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Orland Tubbs, an Mrs.
Jack Cain, and Mrs. Phillip

Bazzell with the latter having
the call to prayer. Mrs. Bazzell
presented each one with a small
Christmas tree and asked them
to remember to pray for the
missionaries each day.
Mrs. Carlisle, president,
presided at th birsiness session
and the closing prayer was by
Mrs. Belcher.
The women met at the church
on Thursday, December 13, at
five p.m. to fill the Christmas
shutins.
baskets for the
Several of the young people, led
by David Belcher, delivered the
baskets and sang Christmas
carols to the shutins.
Following the delivery of the
baskets the Christmas party
was held in the fellowship hall
with dinner being served and
gifts exchanged.

MRS. MARGARET TREVATHAN, librarian at the Calloway County Public Library, shows the
special decorated cake made for the Christmas tea for the senior citizens of Murray and Calloway
County held at the library on Tuesday. Senior citizens shown,left to right, are Mrs. Hazel Ahart, Mrs.
Ethel Walker, Mrs. Alma Willoughby, Mrs. Lillie Miller, Mrs. Gussie Adams, and Mrs. Neva Wat-

By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
BASTING TAPE is a
revolutionary sewing aid you'll
want to try. It cuts zipper application in half while making
other sewing techniques easier
than ever. With new improved
basting tape, one merely sticks
and stitches a regular or invisible zipper into place. To use
basting tape, merely finger
press tape along zipper; peel off
protective paper to expose other
side of tape and adhere zipper to
fabric, and then stitch zipper in
position.
The narrow, lightweight,
double-faced tape isn't only a
boon to all types of zipper applications, but also for temporary placement of tapes and
trims; matching plaids, stripes
and cross seams, and as a
temporary holding aid for all
sewing needs such as placing a
hem and positioning patch
before stitching.
pockets
Basting tape is available at
your favorite sewing notions
counter.—Mrs. Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman.

CENTRAL
CINEMAS

My Side Of
FREE TICKETS at: The Mountain

e're building a N'ule that's
filled with joyous wishes.
To you, many thanks.

HAZEL LUMBER
Phone 492-8121

program for Murray and
MRS. VERONA GROGAN, center, director of the Senior Citizens
tea held for the senior
Christmas
the
at
Morton
M.
Willie
Mrs.
for
Calloway County, pours punch
left is Mrs. Margaret
the
On
afternoon.
Tuesday
on
citizens at the Calloway County Public Library
Crawford, assistant director for the
Trevathan, Calloway Librarian, and on the right is Mrs. Myra
Christmas records were played.
senior citizens program. A film, "Littllest Angel," was shown and

arimik Supply

Vernon's Boot &
hoe and Western
Store & Shoe
Repair, Inc.
753-9885

No. Arcadia

Grecian Steak
House
Hwy.641 N.
753-441'
(North 12th
St Ext

North Arcadia
Center

The Wild
Raspberry

ubie and Reba'
Superburger

753-0859
North Arcadia
Center

1100 Chestnut
753-8488

To be given away after
the last show Saturday
afternoon about 6:00!

++++

CONSERVING HEAT Let the
sunshine come into your home
for added heat by keeping
shades up and draperies open
during the day. At night, close
them for added insulation effect. Draperies should fit tight
around window and across
window sill or floor when closed
to prevent cool air from spilling
out of the bottom.—Mrs.
Juanita Amoentt, Courthouse,
Paducah.
IF YOU REDUCE a recipe—
to serve four people instead of
eight-your cooking time may
be different too. A large amount
of food may take longer to cook;
a smaller amount may be
overcooked if not watched and
removed when it is done.—Mrs.
Pat Curtsinger, 86 North Main,
Benton.
++++
SEAT CUSHIONS used on the
floor can be stored attractively
in a corner if they are made in
the shape of a fourth of a circle.
The cushion will fit in the corner
and have the curved edge exposed to soften the appearance.—Mrs. Mildred W.
Potts, LaCenter

Sat.-Sun. 1 -6 p.m.

CENTRAL
CINEMAS

muimc by BURT BACHARACH • Lrws by HAI DAVID

omismut

Bonus Feature
**********
COMMA PICTURES \
PILIBIll

aa L oars .
maw.
Palomar pi OP
*******

Carl R. Howard
Construction, Roofing & Glass Co.
Thanks for making 1973 such a successful year.
We hope 1974 will be a better year for you and us.

entrances, plate glass, window glass, mirrors, furniture tops, auto glass.

Merry Christmas and A Happy Prosperous New Year To All!!

Carl R. Howard Construction, Roofing 8, Gloss Co.
Phone 753-0176

SUNDAY

* CINEMA 1 *

3 BUSINESSES IN ONE!!

1215 Diuguid Drive

Starts

Mayfield Glass Co. - 247-6251
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Funny, Funny World
LAW
In Taxco, Mexico a woman was arrested for peeling
onions in a bus and making the other passengers cry.
Austin, Texas - It's official now: pigeon plucking is
illegal in Texas. Nacogdoches County Attorney Bryan
Davis had requested a ruling from the state attorney
general's office on whether promoters of pigeon shoots
could pluck the tail feathers from a bird to make it fly
more slowly. Attorney General John Hill said Monday the
practice was prohibited under anticruelty laws. (Austin
Statesman )
In Orlando, Florida. a man disheveled, bleary-eyed and
hungover faced the court. The judge eyed him menancingly. "You are accused by the manager of your apartment house of being drunk and setting fire to the bed."
"That just isn't true, your Honor," the defendant
protested vehemently, "that bed was on tire when I got
into it."
LOVE AND MARRIAGE
My wife's another thing. I get no respect from her
either. The other night she told me to take out the garbage.
I told her I already took out the garbage. She told me to go
out and keep an eye on it.(Rodney Dangerfield
La Mesa, Calif.-The price of a bride is going up. After
his interpretation of the Bible, Homer D. Watson asked
Brion Martin to provide a dowry of six cows, two pigs, a
goat and donkey in exchange of the hand of his daughter,
Janet. "Boy, it just cost too much," the bride explained.
"We thought we could get a cow, just an ordinary cow, for
about $30." Watson settled for a small brown and white
calf that cost his new son-in-law $126.
George Peppard, who is paying alimony to two former
wives, says • "Being a wife is the only job you can get for
five years and then retire at the salary of a federal court
justice."
A husband and wife team have cleaned up the market in
sexy bath soap. Their soap - shaped like a woman's
breasts - is selling like hot cakes. Export orders are
pouring in to their tiny factory at Florence, Italy. Now,
Donato Simone and his wife, Sonia, are planning to expand
... with even sexier shapes. Sonia, aged 26, an attractive
brunette, said yesterday: "Our soap either turns you on or
it disgusts you. You can't be indifferent to it." They had
one complaint-from a Frenchman who said the size
should be "more ample." (La Nazione, Florence
When you meet someone who is a great cook, a great
conversationalist, who can sew and do housework ... don't
hesitate for a moment ... marry him!
New Britain, Conn. - When his 3:40 p.m. coffee break
time arrived Wednesday, painter George Tripp stopped
his painting work at City Hall and got married to Gertrude
Prior. When the break was over he went back to work. It
was "just another day's work," he told a group of City Hall
workers gathered among the paint cans and ladders.
(Hartford Courant)

An AP News Analysis

Elf Who Couldn't
JUN1PERPERPER The
Do Anything Right Rationing

By Bob Boyle
When the first rays of the
morning sun peeked into the
elve's dormitory, Juniperperper jumped out of bed.
He went down to the kitchen
long before the other elves were
up.
"What's the matter?" Mrs.
Claus asked. "Are you too excited to sleep?"
"Yes, I am, Mrs. Santa."Well, don't worry about it,"
Mrs. Claus said. "I'm sure
you'll do fine. Now here, help
me set the table."
She then called the other
elves for breakfast and after
they finished, Santa said,
"Okay, fellows, let's get to
work. Christmas is getting
closer and closer."
As the elves left the dining
room, Santa took Juniperperper aside and said,"Now do
a good job today. I'm confident
you will. Come on, I'll walk
over to the Christmas Ball Factory with you."
As they entered the factory.
Jude came over and said, "Hi.
Juniperperper, I'm the foreelf
here and you'll be working for
me. Now be careful.He stayed with Juniperperper while the little elf
picked up a colorless ball and
sprayed white fluff on it.
All the morning, Juniperperper worked.
And, he didn't make one
mistake.
The lunch whistle bird flew
over and Jude said, "Let's
break for lunch, Juniperperper.
They walked back to Santa's
house and Santa was standing
at the door. "How did he do,
Jude"
Jude laughed and said,
"You didn't have a worry in
the world. Juniperperper did
Just fine."
Juniperperper beamed with
happiness.
After lunch, Jude and Juniperperper returned to the
Christmas Ball factory.
"Come on, to the polishing
room," Jude said. "Here, now
sit at this table and as each
ball comes in, put it in the specie! magic polishing bath and
Members of the St. Leo Catholic Church honored the balls will be pure white and
Harry J. Fenton for his contribution to the church shiny.Just then, Jinkers came in
and to the community at a special program at the from the toy factory and said,
-Hey, fellows, I need some
church with Rev. Martin Mattingly as emcee.
paint. Can one of you get me
Deaths reported are Mrs. Myrtle Byrd, age 83, some?"
yesterday, and Obie Paschall, age 65, today.
"I'll get it," Juniperperper

10 Yeats Ago Today

Airman First Class Forest L. Oakley, is now
serving at Aviano Air Base, Italy.
Miss Glenda Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs C.W.
Jones, has been chosen "ideal pledge" of the fall
pledge class of Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority at
Murray State College.
Country hams are advertised at 69 cents per pound
in the A & P Food Store ad this week.

20 Years Ago Today
The Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc., announced
today that Dr. Charles L. Tuttle, recently released
from the Air Force Medical Service, will join the
medical staff on January 1, as a specialist in obstetrics and gynecology.
Deaths reported are Will Wrather, age 83, Mrs.
Laura Hopkins, age 81, and J.0. Cotham,age 74.
Parker hit for 24 points for Kirksey as they beat
Western 86 to 69 in a basketball game.
Jimmy (Bones) Jones,student at the University of
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, is spending the
holidays with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clayborne
Jones.

30 Years Ago This Week
Fire totally destroyed the brick building of Faxon
High School on the morning of December 17, when
flames of unknown origin swept through the building
in the icy cold.
Thirty-one
men have passed the physical
examination tests given them this month and will
report for duty in the Army, Navy, and Marines in
the next few days.
Deaths reported are Mrs. J.W. Hollowell, Mrs.
Dorothy Outland, age 22, Mrs. J.C. Hendrix, and
James Calvin Williams, infant4on.
Miss Kathleen Robertson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E.R. Robertson of Murray, and Wesley
Kemper, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Kemper of
Mayfield, were married December 18 at the First
Methodist Church.
Births reported this week include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. O.R. Jeffrey, December 17, boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Bramlett, December 19, boy to Mr. and Mrs
James Bean, and boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Charles Nesbitt, December 15.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - In
another time, It might have fit
into a trivia quiz. But the energy crisis has made the story of
World War II gasoline rationing
a matter of far more than trivial interest.
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"This will be the most coionui, joyous Christmas OWN:* Santa said
answered. "What colors do you
"My, oh, my, what a
want?"
wonder," Julius said.
"All colors,- Jinkers ans
Santa turned to Juniperwered. "I'm making some rainperper and said, "Juniperbow toys and need all colors."
perper. are you responsible for
"Go ahead," Jude said to
this?"
Juniperperper. "I'll shine some
"Yes, I am Santa," Juniperof the Christmas balls."
perper replied. "It was all my
Juniperperper rushed over to
fault."
the paint factory.
Santa took Juniperperper's
Carrying the paint in a box,
hand and said, ''Congratuhe hurried back to the Christlat ions. They're beautiful!"
mas Ball Factory.
-What do you mean, Santa,
As he entered, he was runwhat do you mean?" the elf
ning.
asked.
-The Christmas Balls,
Juniperperper skidded
Santa explained. "They're
The cans of paint flew out of
beautiful. I've never seen anyhis hands. The paints came
thing so pretty."
spraying out and covered all
the Christmas Balls that had
Santa said, "Juniperperper,
been finished."
since I've been at the North
Jude grabbed the red emerPole, we always used white
gency phone. "Santa. Come to
Christmas balls. We never even
the Christmas Ball Factory.
thought of colored balls, and
There's an emergency,- he
IT TOOK YOU TO PUT
cried.
BRIGHTNESS IN CHRIST"What happened? What
MAS BALLS. You certainly
are to be commended."
happened' he shouted.
-I ruined all the Christmas
"This will be the most colorBalls.
ful, joyous Christmas ever,"
They were every shade of the
Santa said.
rainbow.
Juniperperper said, "Does
There were red balls, and
this mean I can stay at the
green balls, and silver balls,
North Pole, Santa?"
and yellow balls and pink balls
"Stay, I should say so,and purple balls.
Santa replied. "And, not only
"Does this mean I have to go
stay. From now on, you're
back to the Magic Snow
going to be in charge of colorForest?" he said. "I guess it
ing Christmas balls."
does."
And that is why Christmas
Santa just looked and looked
halls come in all colors of the
at the balls.
rainbow.
"I've never seen anything
like that,- ifinkers said.
The End

According To Boyle

By Hal Boyle

Marital Double-Talk:
• Every Married Couple
Has Its Own Brand

The administration is weighing now the imposition of gasoline rationing at the pump, a
step President Nixon has tried
to avoid.
If history is an accurate
guide, voluntary controls won't
work.
That was the experience of
World War II. Campaigns to
control consumption by persuasion finally gave way to rationing, the A coupon, a black
market and, at times, bitterly
resented bans on pleasure driving.
Some of the steps taken, or
urged, three decades ago sound
familiar today: reduced speed
limits, Sunday gas-station closings, lowered household thermostats.
But, to the motorist of 1973,
there's nothing familiar about
the price of gasoline, which averaged approximately 20 cents
a gallon, and rose less than one
per cent during the war years.
A study of World War II controls by the Library of Congress concludes that the rationing system used then, for all
its flaws, achieved its goals.
"Even the most ardent partisans of voluntary means agreed
they failed," the study reports.
Nixon, in saying last month
that he preferred voluntary
means, commented that, without the galvanizing effect of a
wartime situation, the American people would very much
resent rationing.
They resented it in wartime,
too.
More than 100 congressmen
staged a demonstration against
rationing. "No one liked it,"
the Library of Congress study
recalls. "There were shortcomings in the basic management ... But for all its faults,
it worked."
There were 5,525 local rationing boards, and a maze of federal agencies supervising various aspects of the program.
There was a credibility problem, with widespread pliblic
skepticism about the need for
the controls.
There was the black market,
although it was said to have diverted only about five per cent
of rationed gasoline.
The government issued rationing coupons for more gasoline
than actually was available.
But civilian gasoline use went
down by almost one third.
Whatever is done now, the
record suggests that credibility
and relative simplicity are two
keys to a successful system.

Dear Editor:
I would like to use the good
offices of your paper to expeess
"You look a little weary
NEW YORK ( AP)- The art
my feeling as regards the of double-talk reaches its [low- yourself, Martha." - Taking
stewardship of the Presidency er in marital conversation.
catnaps on a sofa all day long
as exhibited by Richard Nixon,
Double-talk is saying one must be real tiring to a woman.
but before getting into that, I thing while actually thinking
"There is no reason at all for
should like to express my something else. It is the salve you to worry about how your
opinion of the new Vice. of civilization and, of course, new dentures look. They look
President, Gerald Ford.
without double-talk marriage simply fine."- It's their sound
Coming from a lifelong would be unendurable. If mar- effects that drive me crazy.
Democrat the following, may ried people started speaking
"Your complexion is even
seem to some local Demos to be only the truth to each other one prettier now, Grace, than it
heresy, but he was my fine morning, by nightfall half was the day I led you to the
preference over any other man of them would be divorced - altar." - But why did you
in national public life today. or dead in cold blood.
have to have two $1,500 face
Though he was much too conHere are a few typical exam- lifts to get the job done?
servative for me and many ples of marital double-talk. The
"It was very thoughtful for
others, many, many times, he quoted remark of the speaker you to suggest going to a reswas never radical. Everything is followed by what he really taurant tonight, Harry. I did
indicates he is the most was thinking.
feel like eating out." - And
respected man in Congress, by
"You look like you had a now, my little cheapskate huband good sleep last night, dear."
Democrats
both
by, I'm going to wreck your
Republicans. If and when he God, why do all women look so evening by ordering the 910
takes over the Presidency, and homely in the morning? They steak instead of the $4.50 dinner
the sooner the better, that office all come unglued overnight.
special.
shall again have a man of in"When I ask you what you
"Why don't you shave before
tegrity, honor, and character, going to bed sometime, darling, want for Christmas, Harriet,
who has put the welfare of his instead of after you get up" please don't tell me you really
country ahead of aspiring to You'd be able to start to work don't want anything special"
become a multi-millionare.
sooner." - And I'd feel less -That means I always have to..
Nixon is endowed with the like I was sleeping with a war- buy you something that team intelligence, smartness and thog all the time.
me in hock until April.
capability to have been one of
"There must be 1,001 ways
"You look pretty peaked,
our great Presidents, but Harry." - Did you have a for a marriage to turn sour,
because of vain-glory perhaps, four-Martini lunch and spend dear, but I'm convinced that
and because of consuming the rest of the afternoon chas- there is only one small thing
ambition he wanted and ing your secretary around your that made our marriage go
probably selfishly, thought he desk?
wrong."- It's you, fathead.
was intellectually superior to all
in Congress, his hand-picked
Cabinet and all advisers. Then,
the accumulation of wealth
seemed to have gotten the upper
hand and first priority. He
..1
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTIN,
permitted his ship of state to
A DIVISPGN OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC
drift into a whirlpool of energy
crisis, unprecedented inflation,
WH I E-Y011-WAIT
resulting in copntry-wide
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
morale being about3as low as it
PRINTING AND
was in Valley Forge, over 200
Camera Ready COPY .thily •
DUPL.IC1hING
hundred years ago.
I hope we never again, never,
get a President so smart. And
long before 1976 all Presidential
nominees and candidates must
-be made to admit that the power
of the President is not absolute.
A.C. Koertner

Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production P.lanactif
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the
Editor.
or Public Voice-items which, In our opinion, are not for the best
in
terest of our readers
National Representatives Wallace Witmer' Co., 1509 Madison Ave ,
Memphis, In , Time a. Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg!,
Detroit, Mich
tte r.•..3. Ir.-7:17'a..
payable in advance By mail elsewhere in Calloway and adjoining
counties. 110 per year; other destinations S23 per year. All mall
subscriptions plus S per cent state tax.
F niered daily at the Post Office, Murray,
Kentucky, for fransmissiOn
as
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Of Vital
Interest

CHAPTER 12

Fast Print Dopy Center

SWEDEN REBUKED
is, rill, the
States asked Sweden not to
send its new ambassador to
Washington in protest against
Prime Minister-01d Pairne's
remarks about U.S. bombing
of North Vietnam.

a
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-The following Christmas poem was submitted by Mrs. Thomas
( Verdie 1 McCoy.
A "PR" ST. NICHOLAS CHRISTMAS
'Twas the night before Christmas, when all thru the dog house
Not a flea there was stirring, not even a small mouse.
The dishes were set by the chimney with care
In hopes that"PR- St. Nick soon would be there.
The puppies were nestled all snug in their beds
While visions of doggie bones danced in their heads.
And Dan in her kerchief, and Sire in his cap
Had just settled down for a short winter's nap,
When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter,
Sire sprang from his bed to see 'twas the matter.
Away to the window he flew like a flash,
Knocked open the shutter, and broke off the sash.
When,what to his wondering eyes should he see,
But a miniature sleigh, and eight tiny Eskies!
With a fuzzy white driver,so lively and quick,
He knew in a moment it must be "PR" St. Nick.
More rapid than eagles Nick's Easkies they came,
And he growled and he howled, and he barked out their names
"Now Snowball,and Rover and Fido and TaffyOn Whitey, and Duke and Glacier, and Fluffy!"
And then in a twinkling Sire listened with awe
The prancing and dancing of each little paw.
As he drew in his head from the window outside
Down the chimney "PR"St. Nick leaped with a slide.
Nick was dressed all in fur from his head to his foot,
And his tail was all tarnished with ashes and soot.
A bundle of chewies he wore on his back,
And he looked like a bear sitting down for a snack.
His eyes-how they twinkled! His coat-how it glistened!
His nose, black as coal! Hi.s head cocked to listed!
A blink of his eyes and a twitch of his ears
Soon gave him to know he had nothing to fear.
He barked not a word but went straight to his work
And filled all the dishes; then turned with a jerk;
And laying his paw aside of his nose,
Then giving a nod, up the chimney he rose.
He sprang to his sleigh, to his team gave a howl,
And away they all flew like the flight of an owl
But all heard him bark are he drove out of sight,
"Happy Christmas to all and to all a Good Night!"
•
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Try Murray First
Why Order From
Out of Town

Call 753-8245

WANT LIST
BROOMS
Push Brooms ( all types)
Corn Warehouse Brooms
Dust Getter Upright

Bob Rousse, Dist.

Supply Store
To Your DOOf

MOPPING PRODUCTS
Mop Buckets
Mop Wringers-Press
Mop Handles
Mop Heads ( Rayon-Cotton )
Stick Mops
Dust Mops (Industrial)
FLOOR MAINTENANCE
All purpose Cleaners
Wax Strippers
Floor Sealers
Floor Finishes or Wax
Carpet Cleaners
Floor Machines

Save Money!

Entrance
Mats

ANTI-FATIGUE
MATS-RUNNERS
FLOOR MACHINES
VACUUMS

REST
ROOM
MAIN.
SERVICE STATION
TENANCE
'AUTO CLEANUP SUPPLIES
Pine or Mint Disinfectant
Bowl Cleaners
Bowl Brushes
Bowl-Urinial Deodorants
To Churches
Wall Block Deodorants
Schools-Hospitals
Spray Room Deodorants
Institutions
Lotion Hand Soap
Govt Agencies
Soap Dispensers
Towel Cabinets
Phone Day or Night
Paper Towels

Special Discount

WINDOW MAINTENANCE
Glass Cleaners
Window Squeegees
Window Brushes

Relax, if ever sobriefly,
with loved ones and
cherished friends over a
cup of Hot Coffee UPlenty,
Hot 7t-ean'Plenty.or the
yule season's favorite
among youngsters, rich
flavorful Hot Chocolat,,

PE'Plenty.
Whichever you order, the
refills are compliments
of Perkins.
the glow of the open hearth
and a hot steaming mug of
cheer are pert of the nostalgia
conjured from yesteryear.
this season, in the hustle and
bustle of excitement and hurry,
may we offer you a bit
of that same nostalgia/
as best we can'in the
twentieth Century.
/Ind our best wishes for a
fled, year filled with
accomplishment, satisfaction,
and especiallm
,ileac( on Rarth.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Central Shopping Center
9-10 Mon.-Sat 1-6 Sun.

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,
DECEMBER 23, 1973

,
name!

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grOrI
If the past week put a drain on
nerves or stamina, ease up to
recoup energies; ambitions will
brighten, too. You can rise
above fatigue surprisingly well.
TAURUS
1 Apr. 21 to May 21) tii 3P
Matters on the immediate
agenda should be taken care of
as expected. Give a little where
it would ease tensions, but not at
the expense of principles.
GEMINI
11$111
( May 22 to June 21) ,
This wW be a day calling for
calmness and good judgment.
Do not let unexpected situations
ruffle you and don't let yourself
be pushed into undesirable
'corners."
CANCER
'June 22 to July 23)
What you expect may not be
what you receive — and may be
for the best, without your
realizing it. Emphasize your
gracious, amenable side: It
wins laurels, gains.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) J2iRq
Those "best things in life" are
still free for the takers. Salute
this auspicious day with hope,
vigor and enthusiasm for your
most worthwhile interests.
VIRGO
A.
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) TIP V
Once you know that your
ideas have good potentialities,
lose no time in trying to bring
them to realization. Good
planetary influences should
help you.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
You may think you have a
project under control, rolling
briskly. Better take another
look for hidden flaws —
anything that could mean time,
energy lost.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. Mi nVe•V'
You may make a new
acquaintance or renew an old
friendship. Look for those

BANKAMERICARD

DRESS
SHIRTS

Fashion Colors
One Rack & One Table
Ladies Name Brand

$387

Sportswear
and

TIE

Reg. '2.88

ASSTD

Fashion Wear
Off

,1

Reg. to '5.00

Limit 4 Yds.

REGULAR or SUPER

PoLaroid Minute MakesKid •

POLAROID

TAM PAX

ALL

MINUTE MAKER
KIT

Box of Forty

HARD CANDY

Reg. '1.98

11 Q7 OFF

Fresh, Tasty Assorted Flavors

•Square Shooter II

REDUCED

$ 128

•Sylvania Flashcubes

Reg.

STYRO CUPS

28.74

7-oz. Size

FOR HOT OR COLD DRINKS
Pkg. of 10
14-oz. Size
Limit 2

POLAROID

108 Type Film
Special! $374

CREST—CLOSE-UP—COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE
lour

Reg.

Ch°1Ce

'
99

Oh 1,

TUDOE

ROCK 'EM SOCK 'EM

OFFICIAL ELECTRIC

ROBOTS

FOOTBALL

You handle the controls
Ring Size: 20"x17"

XC'

In England, Christmas is
-said to have been observed
fIrst as a holiday In 521 AD
when King Arth.u.x. celebrated Ma victory in retaking York.

In Beautiful

Prints & Solids
Reg. '5.00

-small" blessings and gains so
often belittled. They could make
your day!
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )ergift).
Everything seems to conspire
to engender optimism and
confidence. You should have a
most interesting and inspiring
day.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lin't11
Neither renege on promises
nor attempt too much. There
are tendencies to both now.
Accept only what your better
sense recognizes as suited to the
day and your purposes.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't depart abruptly from a
well-planned schedule, except
where emergency so requires.
Road may be bumpy in part, but
rewards will be sweeter.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Oen't go against present
trends or you may find yourself
completely out of step with
others. Some of your future
objectives are now taking
shape.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with tremendous inner
reserves of strength, vitality
and the impulses which can
bring out the best within
everyone who crosses your
path. You do not always
recognize the forces within
yourself but, once cognizant of
them, you can be a powerful
influence for good. Your goals
are usually lofty ones and yours
is the exacting and persevering
nature which can lead to their
attainment. Your relationships
with others are usually
seemingly happy outwardly but
suspiciousness and a bit of
jealousy, which you are usually
successful in concealing, often
keep you from truly enjoying
your associations. Try to curb'
You are versatile in your talents
and, depending upon your
leanings, would make a skilled
physician, teacher, lawyer,
actor or writer. Birthdate of:
Charles Calverley, English
poet; Charles Sainte-Beuve,
French literary critic.

,
tift rInsr tnntsrmx.s

60" Wide

MEN'S

2
/
2-161
/
141

10.96

You control the movement of every
offensive and defensive player!
Complete with
net and needle

Reg.
'7.47

Strong heavy gunge welded hoop goal and
official Nixie rubberized ball

MEDITERRANEAN
•Sturdy swivel base
•Professionally designed for comfort
and relaxation.
•Handsome colors to
match any decor

Reg. '34.88
SAVE
$4"

TABLE
LAMP
3 Colors
to Choose

Reg. '12.94
SAVE
$302

Reg. 544.94
Large, Deep
and Soft—
for man
size comfort!

-
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Merry Christmas

It s now the law of the land
that personal flotation devices,
popularly called life preservers,
must be carried aboard all
pleasure craft. There must be
one for each occupant.
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by Jerry Allen
Ledger & Times Outdoor Editor
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Feathers
Ask Permission
to Hunt
What
more
important
relationship does a sportsman
have than that with the landowner and farmer with whom
he comes in contact? Most of us
know a good spot for rabbits,
quail etc but the hitch is those
signs proclaiming: No Hunting,
Fishing. Trespassing. Perhaps
you have Wondered if you
should sneak in to hunt or fish,
but you don't. Perhaps you have
felt the people responsible for
the erection of such signs surely
must be hard hearted, cruel and
selfish, and completely lacking
in ability to understand the
feelings of others.
Why do farmers feel this
way' Recently I talked with a
farmer friend on whose land I
have hunted many times. Just
this past season he posted his
land and explained to me that
for years people hunted his
property and never asked
permission. He said this didn't
bother him too much even
though he did think those who
hunted without permission were
inconsiderate. He went on to say
that as years passed more and
more people hunted on his land
. and a time or two gates were
: left open, but no great damage
leemadted.
What happened then? Last
year one of his tenants was hit
i by a shot pellet while he was
'cutting silage. The man had
• noticed several cars stopping
along the road which bordered
the silage field but he paid little
4 attention. Then something
P struck him behind the ear. The
' shot pellet had only penetrated

i

i
1

the siun, Out it could have been
serious.
My farmer friend then and
there decided if hunters had no
better judgement than to hunt a
field while a man was working
in it, then he would close his
property to all out-siders.
The breech formed by such
incidents may never heal. Often
a good hunting area is closed by
such occurrences. But what can
be done to avoid such happenings as this? It may be well
to modify the slogan: "The
customer is always right" and
restate it as "The landowner le
always right." After all it is the
farmer's privately owned land
and you as a hunter, fisherman
or sportsman, are merely a
guest upon it. Many people are
guilty of taking landowners for
granted.
All in all it should be easily
seen that the responsibility of
good sportsman -farmer
relationship lies almost entirely
with the sportsman. Most
everyone will agree that each
has their own idiosyncrasies, it
is therefore up to the hunter or
fisherman to determine those
whims of the individual on
whose land he wishes to hunt.
Above all get permission before
using one's land. Not only is it
ethical, but it is also a state law.
The majority of landowners will
graciously allow the use of his
Land, but in the event permission is denied, accept the
fact and move on to the next
good looking spot and try there.

Service Offered
To Sportsmen

Law Of The
Land

'A

Weather
Forecasting
Weather forecasting is difficult at best, impossible at
worst and necessary at times,
for knowing what the weather
will be is important to outdoor enthusiasts.
There are two methods
for learning what weather
changes can be expected. One
is to study what is happening
with scientific instruments;
the other is to interpret nature's weather predictors.
The latter method is easy
to learn and is recommended
by the outdoor recreation department at Mercury outboards as a way to gain respect and understanding for
the outdoor environment. It
involves learning about such
things as wind, beak clouds
and rainbow. —

Wind,for instance, is one of
the most reliable weather
signs. Winds from the south
and southeast almost always
aueounce rain, as do winds
from the northeast. However,
winds from the north and west
generally bring cool, dry air
with little chance for moisture
Clouds come in many different shapes, each indicative
of weather that is coming.
('umulus clouds forecast both
good and bad weather. Evenly
spaced cumulus, appearing
like balls of cotton, indicate
fair weather in the offing.
However, when they begin to
drift together and travel in
long, ragged groups with high
towers above, they are signaling rain in the near future
The sun is a good indicator
of weather-to-come. A bright
red sunset means a dear day
to follow, whereas a bright red
sunrise promises storms before the day is out. A halo
around the sun predicts
storms as does a halo around
the moon

Various types of preservers
are on the market. Any type
approved by the Coast Guard
and therefore acceptable to law
enforcement agencies, will
have a Coast Guard approval
label firmly affixed to it. Never
buy any lifesaving device that
does not clearly display such a
label. say Mercury Marine's
boating experts. Also, it is wise
.o be wary of shopworn
products in this field. Older
cushions and jackets being sold
as surplus or in a clearance sale
might possibly be types that are
no longer approved under
current regulations, despite
carrying approval labels.
The basic reason why there
are assorted types of flotation
devices is that, obviously,
operating conditions vary
widely. It's assumed that when
a larger boat founders a long
distance from shore it will take
longer for help to arrive. So,
higher standards are set for life
preservers to be used on bigger
boats. notably yachts over 60
feet and commercial craft.
Since help can be expected to
arrive fairly promptly on
popular lakes, rivers and bays,
less strict requirements are set
for other devices.
Prime advantage of the
jacket-type preserver is that
once it is donned and fastened,
it will stay with its wearer even
if he should lose consciousness
in the water. It is assumed that
when larger vessels blunder
into trouble there will be time
for passengers to locate and don
life jackets. Meant to support
people reliably for a long time
at sea, they are on the heavy
and bulky side. Few people will
wear them continuously while
in a pleasure boat
Advantages ot the buoyantcushion type preserver are
compactness and convenience
in smaller boats, ability to serve
two functions. and accessibilit
in a sudden emergency.

In an upset, watch for tee
tendency of buoyant cushions tc
fly out of the boat and drift
away. Never don one knapsackfashion by means of its hand
straps. for when it is on your
back it will tend to support you
in a face-down position in the
water.

Many of the state's araent
sportsmen are well aware of the
numerous services and offerings of state and federal
offices. However, there are
those who do not know who to
contact for certain information.
For information regarding
hunting and fishing opportunities, seasons and related
matter, the local conservation
officer is the man to contact.
However, for printed matter or
informationa
beyond the
supply of the officer, contact
the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, Capital
Plaza, Frankfort, Ky., 40601 or
by calling 502464-4336).
Lake and topographic maps
are available through the
Department of Commerce, Map
Sales, State National Bank
Building, Frankfort, Ky., 40601
or by calling 502464-4715. This
agency has many maps and a
complete listing of maps
available. The price list is
available in their free catalog
titled "Maps and Publications."
Those who are interested in
information about Kentucky's
State parks, Shrines, Campgrounds and general information about the Bluegrass
state can write to TRAVEL,
Frankfort, Ky., 40601. This
information comes through the
Department of Public Information, located in the
Capital Annex building in
Frankfort.
In Eastern Kentucky there
are some 600,000 acres of public
land known as the Daniel Boone
National Forest. This areas has
many hunting, fishing, camping
and hiking opportunities. For
detailed information contact the
Damel Boone National Forest
Headquarters, Winchester, Ky.,
40391
In Western Kentucky there is
the fabulous area known as
Land Eletwwen the Lakes. Here
there are some 100,000 acres for
camping, hunting, fishing and
other outdoor activities. Write
Land
Between the Lakes,
Golden Pond, Ky., 42331.
For maps of the major lakes
created by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers contact the
following offices: U.S. Corps of
Engineers, Post Office Box 59,
Louisville, Ky., 40201; Poet
Office Box 1070, Nashville,
Tenn., 37202; or Post Office Box
2127, Huntington, West Virginia
25721.
Maps also may be obtained
for the TVA impoundments by
contacting the Tennessee
Valley Authority, Norris, Tenn.,
37828.
With a little advance planning
and information gathering, the
sportsman
or
outdoor
recreation seeker can find just
what he wants in the Commonwealth's great outdoors
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S. 12th St.

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair

AUTWORIZIO DEALEM 4116
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Check Big K For.

Wayne Darnell
Johnson

If you're a hunter, ask about our selection of guns
753-4469
George Hodge, Owner

-

Open 7 Days A Week

Motor Sales
806
iColdwater Rd
753-6448
e American Motors Dealerie
Ufe4N04,
,
,

t

Shells

Complete Boating
753.3134
Supplies
viy. 94 E.—Murray, Ky.

8 o.m.-12 p.m.

HUNTERS-FISHERMEN:
Get To Where The Action Is!

Cain & Treas

Sales
Service-Parts

Duo-Craft

rervkatpeopitst,
Jeep Puts You
There!

Guns
Remington-Browning
Winchester

OUTBOARD MARINE

We carry the Wilson line of
Sporting Equipment for all sports

205 So 5th
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Drop by and look over our selection of
Fishing Tackle and Supplies

'FENTON & HODGE

S
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Chemical Co.
Inc.
"Prompt. Efficient Service Is
Our Major Business"
Your Perscriptien Carefully &
/*her Accurately Filled

Locateg W. Railroad Avenue

Phone 7511372

FISHERMEN

B)
Ledge]
A wee
Carlisle

HUTSON

/20,

4th & Poplar
"West Kentucky's Transportation Center"
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In cold rain or spray, thinly
It's a safe bet that most
petroleum
applied
jelly, shooters start shooting with a
vaseline, will protect your face .22 rifle. Who among us has nut
from chapping just as lip balm been thrilled by the zing of a
will keep your lips from light rimfire rifle. Probably
cracking. There are also balms very few.
available for hands. When it's
That first twenty-two means a
not cold enough to wear regular lot to any young shooter. It's an
gloves, some people wear introduction to recreational
rubber dishwashing gloves or shooting and responsibility.
skin-diving gloves to protect Long before they will drive their
sensitive ski from spray.
automobile,
first
most
Emergenc; _..ches can be youngsters will have fired a .22
made from tightly rolled rifle. The experience can be
newspaper by soaking one end used to train them and develop
of the roll in paraffin. When a responsible attitude that
using them, however, take care
There are two tunas ot
serves as a building block
not to get burned or start a fire towards responsible citizenship
stability in modern fast planing
as the flame eats its way down. and progressive maturity.
boats-static and dynamic. The
former exists when any boat is This type of torch also maxes
Here enters the parents
at rest or moving slowly through fine fire starter. Cattails also responsibility. One does not jus'
make a good emergency torch. "give" a rifle to a youngster
the water in non-planing atToo many birds are crippled With the presentation the
titude. It depends on the inor missed by "sky busters" who parent has a responsibility to
terrelationship between the
shoot when the range is ab- train the youth in the funhull's width, its cross section
surdly long. As a general rule, a damentals of shooting and
below the waterline and the
duck is within excellent range safety.
Location of the center of gravity
—thirty to forty yards—when
of the boat and its load.
A hunter safety program is
you can see its colors clearly. now available in Murray. This
Naturally, standing up raises
the center of gravity and affects The green head of a mallard program is sponsored by the
drake, and similarly distinctive Calloway County Deer Sportstatic stability.
features on some other species, smans Club and teaches the
may be seen at a slightly longer fundamentals of shooting and
distance, and even a teal's little proper gun safety.
As speed increases aria a boat
blue or green wing patch may
begins to plane, the rushing
be seen at forty yards if the light
Following
this
safety
water which lifts the boat to the
is good, but if you hold your fire training, the young shooter can
surface for planing also presses
until you can clearly distinguish then take his .22 rifle into
the
up on the bottom so as to
such markings, you'll be a field and "pepper" tin cans,
and
develop dynamic stability.
conservationist hunter. Novice clay birds. From there he
can
Modern fast boats have a high
hunters should hang birds of graduate into competitive
degree of dynamic stability,
various types by the neck with shooting or hunting.
and are very stable when unwings extended, then step back
The first hunt with a .22 rifle
derway. And since they are
about thirty or forty yards to might be somewhere
in a cotoften of generous beam, they
determine what part of the bird tontail patch. That
first rabbit
have good static stability at
is distinctly visible and use that for junior
means as much as the
reduced speed. So it works out
as a future guide.
first buck did for dad.
that it is usually quite safe to
There are two other aids that
In our area some may think
stand in them.
can be employed to estimate the range of a
.22 rifle is too far
There are often good reasons
waterfowl range. One is a stake for their youngster
for wishing to stand in some
to be
driven on the ground about forty plinking
at cans with. So, for the
boats. It affords better visibility
or fifty yards from the blind. parent with
when traffic is heavy or when
this attitude there's
Use this as a range indicator always the
watching for a navigation buoy
old reliable shotgun
and shoot at nothing until it has
My first gun was a single
far ahead. And effective use of
some types of sportfishing passed that stake. Sometimes a barrel 12 gauge gun which had
equipment virtually demands a natural landmark will furnish a been handed down from Father
similar indicator. Another to son through
standing position.
the ages. This
method is to use the front bead gun holds many
memories for
of your gun. If the bead entirely, me. But it also put many blue
Furthermore, when fast boats
covers the head of a goose, the spots on my jawand
shoulder. A
are traveling a long distance on
bird is not yet in range. Even 12 gauge ha
just too much
choppy water, the standing
with a duck, wait at least until punch for moyoung boys, so
position appreciably increases
the bead barely covers the be a wise parent and start them
driver comfort and reduces
head.
out with a .20 gauge. It still has
fatigue. This is because the
plenty of killing power, but
knees can flex to save the body
about half the kick of a 12
from feeling the pounding of the
You can protect your hands gauge.
hull on waves.
when setting out or picking up
Most parents grab up the 410
decoys by wearing rubber
Whether or not a given boat gloves. Instead of convential gauge as a perfect first gun
Don't believe it. Have you ever
can be operated while standing rubber
gloves, you may prefer
depends on the arrangement of trapper's gloves, which have tried to shoot game with a 410.
It's a bad trip. The 20 gauge will
the seat, steering wheel and extra-long
rubber gauntlets to serve every purpose and the boy
motor controls. The crew keep your forearms
dry.
won't outgrow it as quick.
suggests trying out each boat to
Shiny decoys are a warning
When that youngster opens
see whether or not it can signal
to birds. Paint them or
comfortably be operated from touch them up with dull paint, the special package on
Christmas, then you'll wish
both the seated and standing flat rather
than glossy. If a you'd given
him a gun last year.
Positions.
decoy looks shiny, dull it with
Especially when you see the
sandrianer
future pleasure it brings him

Ti

•

TAYLOR MOTORS

6-12 Mon.-Sat
6-1 Fri. & Sat.

Familiar sayings sometimes
need updating. A good example
is, "Don't stand up in small
boats." When it originated long
ago, it applied to rowboats
which typically were rather
narrow and round on their
bottoms for the sake of easy
rowing. Applied to such boats it
made a lot of sense, and it still
applies to some
modern
pleasurecraft such as the
narrow-bottomed John boat.
But according to outboard
boating experts, things have
changed a lot on the boating
scene and sometimes today that
old saying is meaningless.

_Thisk.,41?4,04

/

Jerry's Restaurant

Al's Tips First Gun
For Jr.

Boating

Meet

WARD-ELK INS
Our New Gun Department
Now Opel)!
All Makes Of GUM
We'll Trade'Foilnything!

11IIat,
r..1.11a
lina.1,1111

1041- /14)
TABERS BODY
1
.1
SHOP INC.
ir 4-1 Kr..-Wrecker-Servic••
1301 urimutut

711D -c274.1141,e

753-3134

Fishing equiPment
Archery equipment
Ir

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
New Stock Firearms
lot

• k.

Fishing — Reloading — Archery
"31.td Hiinting
Equipiniutt

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Phone /532511

Chestnut Street

ete
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College Cage
Results
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Meet Carlisle County

Tigers Advance To Finals
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EAST
Penn St. 62, Kent St. 53
Long Island U. 82, W. Mich.
81, overtime

off
By MIKE BRANDON
rallied to edge second-ranked. game while Miller pulled
their 7-1 season record
SOUTH
The opportunity for the Tigers Mayfield 57-56 in Friday night's nine.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
For the game, Murray High
A week ago this past Tuesday, will come tonight at 7:30 p.m. fsl semifinal game while
Austin Peay 102, Va. ComHigh used a fourth outrebounded Lowes 59-36monwealth 101, 2 overtimes
Carlisle County handed Murray when the twa teams collide in
The Tigers, obviously a bit
High its first loss of the season. the championship game of the quarte blitz to shell Lowes 80Morgan St. 79, C.W. Post 67
down from Thursday's 86-52
56.
Since that time, the Tigers have Mayfield Invitational.
Green,
MIDWEST
Mayfield actually won the trouncing of Bowling
been hoping for a chance to
Carlisle County,ranked as the
hard as they
Marquette 68, Cincinnati Xarevenge the only blemish on top team in the First Region, battle but lost the war as the played about as
win
-1(i •
Cardinals forced the Comets to had lb in order to take the
vier 55
6-0
quick
a
to
jumped
Murray
game
type
slow-down
play a
Stetson 89, 111. Wesleyan 63
a
than
less
with
69-64,
By STEVE W. GIVENS
attempts, Starks followed with to make it
and the Cardinals were able to lead but Lowes battled back
Miami 81, Cleveland St. 72
as Ledger &Times Sports Writer 13 points on six of seven, minute left.
take advantage of their great throughout the first period
o 81, Colorado Col. 41
Chicag
the all-court
Ignoring
Artic-like Williams had eight on four of
Ignoring the
height to play•the type of game the Tigers could pull no farther
,
applied
was
which
away than six points. Murray temperatures of home, Murray seven and Woolard added eight pressure
SOUTHWEST
they wanted to.
g on a perfect four of four.
Coleman then made his way
The lead changed hands three led at the end of the quarter 21- State roared into the openin
New Mexico 102, Texas Tech
five
a
sacked
and
urt
s
downco
Robert
that
game of the Oral
One particular item was
times in the first period, with 16.
65
jumper. Then he stole the
Late in the second quarter. Classic to scald Rhode Island MSU committed only three foot
neither team ever managing
Colo. St. 83, Rice 66
passed to
Rains,
the
from
g
ball
shootin
half
turfrom
first
four
torrid
and
a
scored
with
l
fouls
persone
more than a two point spread, Johnny Shelley
Tulsa 79, Iowa St. 69
the
for
Starks
fed
who
,
73-64
a
Kinsey
of
out
s
the
display to burn
novers in 20 minute
as the eight minute quarter under the basket to tgive
Austin 78, Texas A&I 77
S.F.
73-64.
,
contest
the
of
bucket
basketball, while grabbing a 19- final
Tigers their largest lead of the decision over the taller foes.
ended in a 12-12 deadlock.
St. 73, Rhode Island
Murray
cooled
they
Although
Teaming together for the best 11 advantage on the boards.
Mayfield, using a tight zone half at 34-23 but again Lowes
64
first half
at team effort of the season, the
Coming out at the start of somewhat from their
defense, was able to force the rallied and trailed only 38-32
per second half, Woolard im- efforts, the Raders finished with
71.9
ot
white-h
a
fired
Racers
e.
FARWEST
the
halftim
out
Comets outside through
Tyrone cent from the floor during the mediately stole a bounce pass a red-hot 59.6 effort from the
and
Ohio U. 63
Hudspeth
110,
UCLA
first half and the Cardinals
compared
of action to
from senior Nelson Lopes and floor on 34 of 57 shots,
64, Pepperdine
St.
ad
Moorhe
were able to forge a four point McCuiston sat out most of the first 20 minutes
fumbling with fed Starks who canned a five to the Rains' 31 of 66 for a
61
lead late in the period before the second quarter with three leave the visitors
figure.
their road maps.
footer. Then Darnell Adell respectible 47.1
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Coleman Sparks Racers
To Victory In Tourney

anc it's
wool.
and
washable!.

Former Racer Stew Johnson
Leads San Diego To Victory

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs

LDT

THANE
4

useei.elleet Ste.

Worn
Jerry L. Bolls
chery
it

TO
Street

now located in Federal Savings & Loan Bldg.
ar 61:113' Matti 'Steel

Serving Mutual & United of Omaha

nies'
Also affiliated with various other compa your
all
Slop in for experienced counseling on
insurance needs.

-Hydra Knit
Automatic wash/dry lambswool.
Thane has that sporting quaic
ty called (la, You'll see it
in this IOW. lambswool L.1neck pullover And you can
wear and wear It because it's
machine washable and dryable Keeps its softness and
shape. Wide color choke

Nurkingigun - Ray Ltd.
Meiffirlliday.be riot in
brotherhood. We're grateful to
the Tigers grabs
HORSE ON THE BOARDS-Phil Miller (221 of
Lowes
one of hfs nine rebounds as Mike Nesler (23) of
tAurraY,
dance.
ballet
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(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon) •'

Bixirlanb Zrntrr
11111uviT 1Kt.ntusku.
you.

Oil Co.
Ky.,

at Midway

Open Til 8:00 thru Christmas
Fret Gift Wrapping
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The Donkey,
A Family Favorite
The donkey, or ass, was
the most valuable animal
to the biblical family, and
also the most economical,
since he ate only a quarter
as much barley as a horse
The most menial of animals, he was famous for his
stamina and sure-footedness Humble as his status
was, he would bear the cameleer on his back, and lead
the long, stately strings of
camels across the desert.
Even poor families, like
Josephs of Nazareth,
amid afford one donkey,
which they trimmed with
blue beads and red wool to
show their pride of ownership This simple beast was
their mode of transport into Bethlehem and later for
the Flight into Egypt.

* Santa's on his way to*
* you, carrying our very -a
*. best of holiday wishes,*
and a hearty thank you *
for your business
* during this oast
year.*
* ***********

Greeks Have Unique
Religious Ceremony to
Celebrate Christmas
On Christmas Eve, children of Greek families go
from house to house singing
carols to the accompaniment of tiny clay drums
and tinkling steel triangles.
They are rewarded with
gifts of figs, walnuts, almonds and sometimes
money.
Afterwards there is a
Christmas Eve service,
which begins at 4 a.m. and
ends shortly before dawn.
The family then begins
feasting with "Christpsomo," (bread of Christ), a
simple cake studded with
nuts, and "Kourbiedes,"
small cakes dusted with
powdered sugar.
The Christmas dinner
must include "cheridon,"
roast pig. In rural households, these are fattened
for the feast from midsummer on. If a family cannot
afford to buy a pig, usually
relatives or neighbors provide one.
There are no Christmas
trees and no Christmas
presents. St. Basil's Day or
New Year's Day is the time
for exchanging gifts. St.
Basil, "Hagios Vasilias," one
of the four fathers of the
Orthodox church, is the
Santa Claus of Greek children.

Haddon H. Sundblom, the
artist best known to Kentuckians for his painting of "My
Old Kentucky Home," will be
the judge of an art show for the
1974 Lincoln Day Celebration to
be held the weekend of
February 8-10, in Hodgenville,
Kentucky.
Activities during the commemoration of the birth of
Abraham Lincoln at Hodgen.ville vnit also include the formal unveiling of a painting by
Sundblom of the Lincoln
Memorial in Washington, D.C.

Saviour. Acolytes and esser
clergy, also clad iz rich
vestments, accompan him,
chanting as they March.
The congregation follows in
their wake.
The procession halts at
the water's edge. The West
intones a,prayeak-aTifi" then,
after tying a scarf around
the cross, hurls it into the
water. From the shore and
from boats, men and boys
dive after it. The one who
succeeds in bringing it up
receives a special blessing
from the priest and usually
a gift or money from the
onlookers.
In America, this ceremony of blessing the waters
is likely to be celebrated
wherever there is a sizable
Greek settlement. At Tarpon Springs, Florida, where
many Greeks are engaged
in the sponge fisheries, and
at Asbury Park, New Jersey,.
it is an annual event.
The Church of St. Nicholas in New York City has
held this ceremony for
many years at Battery Park,
where the swimmers must
plunge into the icy waters
of New York harbor after
the cross.

Rowan, who built it.
According to William T.
Owens, head of the artist
selection committee for the
painting, commissioned by
Robert B. Hensley of Louisville,
prints of it are in the Soviet
in
and
London's
Union
Buckingham Palace, and have
been owned by President Nixon,
Truman and Eisenhower.

year-round in the Larue County
Courthouse. First-place purchase award for the best oil
painting will be 8300; the
winning water color purchase
award will be $150. Second and
third place winners in each

class will receive silver and
bronze trays respectively.
Works larger than 30" a 40"
or smaller than 18" a 20" may
riot be submitted. All ship-

January 17, and February 1,
and entry forms must be submitted (with fee 01 53.00) before
January 28, 1974. Full information on contest rules is
obtainable from Richard Burks,
Jr., Lincoln Day Celebration
Art Shows, Lincoln Square,
Hodgenville, Ky. 42748.

ASTRO

The Hodgenville art show is
open to all artists residing in
Kentucky. Paintings must
have been done earlier than fall
1973. and must be based on
Sundblorn set the pattern and certain autobiographical
style for Coca-Cola advertising statements made by Lincoln.
about 1925. For his depiction of
Competition will be in both
Santa Claus, which he
has water colors and oils. Winning
updated annually for "Coke," paintings will be put on display
he used his own face. And it
was he who created Aunt
Jemima for the Quaker Oats Co.
Israeli Project
Sundblom has painted many
Biblical Zoo
Creates
traditional Kentucky scenes,
A grassy 10,000 acres
among them "The Kentucky
in the Negev, 25 miles
from Eliat, has been
Derby," "My Old Kentucky
transformed
into a veriHome," and "Daniel Boone at
table "Noah's Park" callCumberland Gap." Sundblom's
ed the Hai Bar which, in
Hebrew, means wild life
"My Old Kentucky Home"
preserve. Breeding herds
shows the famous mansion as it
of most of the 120 animay have appeared during the
mals mentioned in the
life
of
the
Kentucky
Bible have been collected
and pastured here.
aristocrat
Judge
John

CAR WASH
The Clean Car Center

Now Washing Away Snow, Salt,
Grime, Cinders

illetoiinis of the S'asers
Since Greece has always
been a maritime nation, it
is not surprising that the
blessing of the waters is an
impressive part of the
Christmas celebration. This
takes place on Epiphany
Day.
At high noon on that day,
the Archbishop or highest
ranking priest leads a procession from the church to
the waterfront. Dressed in
magnificent vestments, he
holds aloft before him a
crucifix of gold or ebony
with a silver image of the

-

,

Four amp battery charger for boot,
riding mower or car. Automatic circuit breaker

50
'
_ •

patented
silicone/silicate
formula

d
omis
ay
ne

Let joy enter your hearth and home
Thanks for your support

Copper

BOOSTER CABLE

Limit 2

122
go Gal.

MURRAY SUPPLY and
WHOLESALE ELECTRIC
208 E. Main SUPPLY CO. 753-3361

88

Eight-foot cables
with
insulated
terminal clips.
Big K Reg. 2.44

Harmless to car finish, thaws frozen
locks, instant defrosting.

Assorted

FAN BELTS
Sizes to fit all American made carsi
Alternators, power steering, cur
conditioners.

WIPER BLADE

33

33

66

REFILLS

Don't Dnve ant 11 PAIR
A Hall Clean lifindshteld-BE SAFE
INSTALL NEW BLADES!

THERMOSTATS
Keep perfect control of
car's operating temperature at all times.

FIT TKO
AND ANCO
BLADES

Pressure release button, Stainless
steel spring. Keep your cooling
system efficiency up

Fits either top or bottom
connection. An assortment to fit all cars

Complete with A galvanized hose clamps.
Both 5/13 and 3/
4 inch.

Keep cars like new
with ...

WD-40

....OM Sow*
• P•stett• MP"'
4.5555• Olust.d P.
'‘
5
.

/lope you've got lots of good things for
our friends and patrons. And please
deliver
this wish—Happy Holiday for Everyone!

- Lyons Electric

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

7518777
---We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

* Acres of Free Parking—

P1C753-4912

tOsche*V.

55.

17" 20" rubber utility mat in
blue or gold. Excellent also
for kitchens, laundry, etc.

Equal Opportunity Employer

1

Lubricant

S..,,.

5,

, lke itirmo

Prevents rust and corrosion,
stops squeaks, lubricates locks
and hinges, dries out wet
wiring. Thousands of other
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Shaw's Paradise From
Lewis County To St. Louis

Some Folks Have a
Year-Round Christmas
There are five towns or villages in the United States
that are named "Christmas." They are in Arizona,
Florida, Kentucky, Mississippi and Tennessee.
There is a Christmas Island in the Indian Ocean,
south of Java, attached to the Singapore settlement,
under Australian administration, and the British
have two Christmas Islands: one of the Line Islands
in the center of the Pacific Ocean near Hawaii and
another in Nova Scotia on the Atlantic Ocean.
* * * * * * *
U.S. "CHRISTMAS" TOWNS
SWAMPED WITH CHRISTMAS MAIL
Because many people want a Christmas postmark
on their cards, letters and packages, each year millions of pieces of mall are sent to post offices in those
places named "Christmas"
Christmas, Florida. population about 300, handles
an average half-million pieces of mail during the
Christmas season Located near Orlando, it began a.s
a fort that was completed on Christmas 1835

JOHN T. GINGLES recently
received his real estate license
and will be working with Moffitt
Realty Company. 304 Main Si.
He is a 1969 graduate of Murray
High School and a recent
graduate of Murray State
University with a B.S. Degree.
A native of Calloway County, he
Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Gingles and presently resides at
508 Meadow Lane.

Applicants
Cheating On
License Tests

Greitings
McClard Shell & Wrecker Service

May its arrival fill

753-9132

hearts, homes

with joy. Thanks for your confidence.

Doug Willoughby
505 Main

Insurance Agency

periments and work. His was a
mind and heart with a single
track-that of laboring with his
hands to see what he could
row
"He delights in multiplying
Curious growths and combining
nature arid art in wonderful
forms," stated a newspaper
clipping of 1878.
He calls his large colony of
bees his children and the birds
that feed from his table his little
angels. The birds follow him
through the walks and take the
berries from his hand," it
continued.
Mrs. Eliza Davis Gash, who
was born on Shaw's land, is one
of the few remaining Kentuckians who remembers

Shaw's Paradise.
"At Christmas time when all
around was dull and drab, he
had all kinds of flowers and
pretty bushes," she said. "In
winter he covered his fig tree
with boards and dirt."

Jolly
-Good
Wishes
for
Christmas

Mrs. Gash said the 500-ka rt.
paradise was sold after Shaw's
death in 1898. The new owners
cut away all the bushes and
flowers and sent the bulk of the
garden to St. Louis for display.
The garden became quite a
showplace, and the Lewis
County Herald noted that
"many local people while attending the St. Louis World's
Fair in 1904 made a point to visit
Shaw's botanical gardens."

SHEAF OF GRAIN
4 SCANDINAVIAN CUSTOM
Scandinavian farmers traditionally practice the custom of attaching a sheaf of grain to a pole and placing it
out in the snow as a Christmas feast for birds, often with
suet added as an extra treat It is said that no peasant
would sit down to Christmas dinner until the birds had
been provided for

Santo s
ringing out
iolliesr
good wishes to °Ili

hristmas dinner sill be served onehristmas 1..%e
We will be closed Tuesday, and Wednesday, so our employees may spend some time with their families.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (ifiq —
More would-be Kentucky driv,
ers are cheating on their
cerise exams this year than
last.
Much of the cheating involves
taking the test for another person, police say, and teenagers
sometimes lie about their age
so they will appear older on
their licenses.
False information has been
given on 53 license tests in the
first 11 months of the year,
State Police report, compared
with 38 in the same period last
year.
The increase is such that the
State Police have issued a manual on how to spot the cheaters.
Capt. Harold Pierce, head of
driver-license
examinations,
says many of the cheaters are
nervous, and that troopers giving the tests have learned to
use this to trip up offenders.
State Police are getting
tougher, Pierce says. Offenders
who were formerly only cited
to traffic court are being
placed under criminal arrest
and can be forced to make
bond.
Conviction can mean a $500
fine, six months in jail, loss of
driving privileges for six
months, or all three.

And with our greetings, a sincere
eirpression of gratitude to our customers.

601 Main Street.

By Helen Price Stacy
A 500-acre garden paradise
was once a part of Lewis
County, Ky., during the lifetime
of Alexander Shaw, Jr., a 19th
century horticulturist.
Shaw was born in Pennsylvania in 1814, but settled in
Lewis County near Quincy while
still a young man. He then
devoted his entire life to the
growing of flowers, plants and
tropical fruits.
His farm, which became
known as Shaw's Parallise,
contained acres of exotic
flowers and plants, including a
30-year-old fig tree. Rare vines
covered the house in which he
lived.
Shaw lived the life of a monksurrounded only by bees, birds
and flowers. He never married
and even dressed in medievalstyle robes.
Shaw was a man of family
means, but he did not profit
monetarily from
his ex-

PEACE ON EARTH
God grant that not only the Love of Liberty but a thorough knowledge of the rights of man may pervade all
the Nations of the Earth, so that anybody may set his
foot anywhere on its surface and say: This LS My Country.
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

753-1222

Luggage look, bright, stereo sound in
high-style, high impact polystryrene
case. Jam-proof, flip-down changerstacks 6 LP's. Three audio controls.
• Stereophonic cartridge has diamond
Stylus.
• Instant on, solid state, stereophonic-amplifier.
• Punitive Selection for 12-, 10- and
7-inch records.

BUY NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS!
NO EXTRA
CHARGE FOR
LAY-AWAY

Cole^wm

Model V 936 / 9
Model 528)

COOLER
771

This sturdy cooler
is just the thing for
the family on a picnic, or the camper
in the woods!

G.E.'s DELUXE
SWINGMATE

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

IF THEY WANT
"COLORFUL"
SOUND... COLOR
MODULES STEREO

SOPHISTICATED
PORTABLE
PHONO

Coleman

SLEEPING
BAG

12" Black & White

Model 8122

Model SF2101G0

Bay is lined with flannel, filled
with 4 pounds of insulation, and
includes sheeting.

Reg. '74.88

Coleman No. 8120
"'Iodel 425E

SLEEPING BAG

STOVE

1

88
..-

Porta b I e
ol
burner
model
for budget minded campers.
-\ ..

—Tie tapes
—Two bags mate into double bag
--Opens full for airing

Easy to take along, highstyle, great listening automatic phono. Stacks six records. Big, bright sound from
6" oval speakers.
Model V639

Not exactly as pictured

,lesign that spins exc.:11mo).
n sound for today's generation!- 4" dynamic speakers.
tereoptionic • ceramic car ti idol,
P.xciting decorator blue.

This rugged little phonograph with sturdy scuffresistant
polyethylene
case is built to last! It
plays 45RPM and LP's.
Model V301

Reg. '11.88

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Acres of Free Parking
Phone
7s
Equal Opportunity Employer
Litnif Rils Reserved
.
9 —9 Mon. thru Sat. I -6 Sunda s

BANKAMERICABO _

Bel Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
'k0frfle
cifTlei Parking *
Acrei—
*
1-6 Sunday Equal Opportunity Employer Limits Rights Reserved 7534777
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Sutherland Sunday Skinner Incomplete
The funeral for Mrs. Grace
Sutherland of Benton will be
held Sunday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. Mike
Gatton officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Pleasant Grove Cemetery in
Marshall County. Friends may
call at the funeral home.
Mrs. Sutherland, age 79, died
this morning at the Benton
Hospital.She was a member of
the Benton First Christian
Church.
She is survived by her
husband, Floyd Sutherland,
Benton; four daughters, Mrs.
Thomas ( Virginia) Jones of
Murray, Mrs. Josie Miller of
Benton, Mrs. Earl .Cole of
Benton Route One, and Mrs.
Reba Hammer of Detroit,
Mich.; three sons, Harold of
Benton Route One, R.P. and Ed
Martin
Sutherland
of
Detroit, Mich.; half brother,
Roe Thomas of Benton; thirteen
grandchildren; fifteen great
grandchildren.

More East German
refugees flee to West
In the first 10 months of this
year, a total of 5,552 East German refugees reached West
Germany.
This is an increase of 20 per
cent over 1972. - CNS

NEW YORK (Al') - In a
drizzling rain, a dozen young
Funeral arrangements for people clad in sackcloth stood
L.B. Skinner remain incomplete infront of the United Nations on
by the Rutledge Funeral Home Friday, proclaiming that the
of Murray. He died Monday at United States has only 40 days
the age of 53 at New Haven, before it will be destroyed for its
Conn.
— evil ways.
one
He is survived by
The group - members of the
daughter, Mrs. Jackie Skinner zealously regimented -Children
Herndon of Washington, D.C.; of God" - said the Cornet
seven daughters, Mattie A. Kohoutek was the divine signal
Skinner, of New Haven, Conn., of the nation's pending doom.
Mrs. Patricia Johnson, Mrs.
"America has turned away
Williams, Averline from God, so God is going to
Ruth
Skinner, Mrs. Martha Scott have to destroy it," said ThomMrs. Robbie Brandon, and as Tripp, 23, of Houston, Tex.,
Mary Jane Skinner, all of a spokesman. He said similar
Murray; three brothers, Robert warning demonstrations were
and Ernestine of Murray and held in other major cities, inBuster, Jr., of East Orange, cluding Chicago, Boston and
N.J.; two grandchildren.
Washington, D.C.
Besides their mantles of
sackcloth, dyed a blood red, the
participants had ashes smeared
on their foreheads as warning
Bro. John Dale will be signs of disaster, and held
speaking on the subject, "The rough wooden rods, symbolizing
Holiday Spirit," at the 10:40 God's judgment.
They also carried placardon Sunday,
a.m. services,
December 23, at the Seventh like scrolls, some of which
and Poplar Church of Christ. read:
"For indeed Babylon The scripture from Acts 2:4647 will be read by Kerry America the Whore - shall be
Gillihan. Prayers will be led by destroyed with great suddenTed Allen Howard and Forest ness." "Warning to the World
- 40 days and then sudden deBoyd.
At the six p.m. service Bro. struction."
The group has advised memDale will speak on the subject,
"Fulfillment Thru Peace," with bers to leave the country unless
Joe Mark Ails reading the they feel divinely prompted to
scripture from Matthew 5:9. Ed stay to help care for survivors.
"Those of us who are staying
A. Thomas and Ottis Valentine
will prepare for a time of conwill lead in prayers.
Bible study will be held at 9:30 fusion," said Pat Massey of
a.m. on Sunday and at seven Boston. "We're setting up
p.m. on Wednesday. The Ladies farms as refuges to care for
Bible Class will not meet on people who turn to the Lord.'
Tuesday.

Bro. Dale To
Speak On Sunday

TAKE GiRL5TMAS STOCKINGS,
FOR INSTANCE

LUNAT IF YOU HAN6 UP YOUR
5TOC.KIN6 AND SANTA CLAUS
DOE541 EVEN SEE IT 7!

The group said it had reAs to lust how the end will
ceived instructions from its rut- come, they said they weren't
ing leader, David Berg, called sure, but that it would be in the
"Moses" and considered God's form of physical destruction,
prophet, that the comet herald- such as earthquake, flood or
ed the end of the United States war.
- by Jan. 31.
Nathan Longfoot, 19, of Bren-Comets have always been ford, Conn., among those who
warning signs of great changes are leaving the country, said,
and major disasters all through "God wants only a few of us to
history," said Croil Hunter, 22, remain here to help afterward,
of St. Paul, Minn.
and he definitely has shown he
wants me to leave."
He said he's going to Puerto
Rico.

'Behold The King'
Topic Of Dr. Fisher

rt.L.

HAVE TO GET THESE
CLOTHES N THE WASHER
BEFORE I START
DiNNER

Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher, is cochairman with Mrs. J.D.
Rayburn for the Calloway
County
Chapter of the
American Cancer Society,
working with the Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

Dr. Roos Gives
Topic For Sunday

Rev. White Gives

Topic For Sunday

At the seven p.m. service the
youth of the church will present
a Christmas play,"The Answer
Is Christmas."
Sunday School will be held at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
at six p.m.

I REALLY GET TIRED
WHEN I SEE ANYONE
WORK LIKE
THAT

First Baptist Has
Regular Services
Regular services will he held
at the First Baptist Church on
Sunday, December 23, with the
pastor, Rev. Richard E.
Walker, speaking at 10:45 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.

THE PHANTOM

Special music will be by the
Adult Choir, directed by W.
Rudolph Howard, with Mrs.
John Bowker as organist and
Mrs. J.D. Rayburn as pianist.
Their numbers will be "Angels
We Have Heard On High" and
"0 Holy Night."
Mrs. Vernon Shown will sing a
solo,"Gesu Bambino." Kenneth
Adams,deacon of the week, and
G.T. Moody, minister of
education, will assist in the
morning service.
At the evening services the
Adult Choir will sing "Good
Christian Men Rejoice," and
Mrs. Ronald Wright will sing a
solo.
Sunday School will be held at
9:30 a.m. and Church Training
will be at 5:30 p.m.

BEATLE BAILEY
TELL ME ABOUT
mie SMRDr/
PART AGAIN

NOW DID
1/OU DO WITH
THE
LETTERINE,
F

Hatcher Auto Sales, the local
Toyota dealer,has been notified
Amco
Industries,
that
for
Toyota
distributor
automobiles, has made a
donation to the American
Cancer Society on behalf of the
Toyota dealers in this area.

The sect, started in Huntington Beech, Calif., in 1988, is
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr., tightly controlled, with memminister of the First United bers put through intensive inMethodist Church, will be doctrination, including memospeaking on the subject, rization of much of the Bible.
"When We Cannot Help
They estimate more than 3,"Behold The King," at the 8:45
Ourselves-Jesus" will be the
country
in
this
members
000
and 10:50 a.m. services on
subject of the sermon by Dr.
Sunday, December 23, at the and abroad.
David C. Roos, minister of the
church. His scripture will be
Critics of the group claim it First Christian Church, at the
from Luke 2:1-20,
brainwashes members, some of 10:45 a.m, services on Sunday,
The Chancel Choir, directed
whom have been forcibly ab- December 23, at the church. His
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
ducted from it in a "depr- scripture will be from Matthew
Richard Farrell as organist,
ogramming" operation led by 1:18-25.
will sing the anthem, "0 Holy
Ted Patrick of San Diego, CaLeonard Whitmer will be the
Night" with a solo by Cathy
lif., whose tactics have led to choir director and Gary
Farrell. Mrs. Ann Doran will
court actions.
Galloway will be the organist.
also sing a solo, "What Child Is
Fred wells will be worship
leader and Linda Apperson will
Church School will be held
be candle lighter.
between the morning services.
Elders will be Henry Holton
The United Methodist Youth
and Lyle Underwood. Deacons
Fellowship will leave the
and deaconesses will be Auburn
church at five p.m. to go ChrisRev, Jerrell White, minister Wells, 0. B. Boone, Jr., Glenn
tmas caroling and will later go
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. of the Memorial Baptist Card, Mrs. A. B. Crass, M. C.
Ellis, Norman Hale, Fred
Max Brandon, 1617 Magnolia, Church, will be speaking on the
subject,"Good News of A Great McCord, Mrs. W. C. McKeel,
for refreshments.
A five nativity scene well be in Joy," at the 10:50 a.m, services and Leon Smith. Greeters will
be Mr. and Mrs. Don McCord
front of the church between six on Sunday, December 23.
and eight p.m. on the nights of
The children's sermon will and Mr. and Mrs. Lyle UnDecember 20 to 24.
precede the special music by derwood.
Flowers on the communion
the One-Way Singers who will
sing "Let Threre Be Peace On table will be in memory of F. F.
Earth." Guy Cunningham, and 0. 0. Dublin by the Dublin
SOME OF US DON'T
"
deacon of the week, will be family, the roses on the chancel
TAKE ANY CHANCES,
assisting in the morning ser- rail are in memory of Bill
Graham by his wife, and the
t,
vices.
11
poinsettia in memory of Clem
,
Mrs. Thyra Crawford will be Moore by his wife and children.
organist and Mrs. Kay Doran
The youth groups will meet at
4
will be pianist on Sunday.
the church at five p.m. Sunday.

BLONDIE
I'LL NEVER AL
UNDERSTAND POW THUS
LiTTLE FAmiLY CAN DIRTY
SO mA,NrY
DISHES

Reactions Varied To
White House Enemy List

Auto Distributor
Donates To Local
Cancer Society

Deaths and Funerals I 'Children 0f God' Warn Of
Funeral For Mrs.
Last Rites For Mr. Impending Doom For America

Public Invited To
Presbyterian Service
The public is invited to participate in the Sunday church
school and service or worship at
the First Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main streets. Church
School classes for all ages are
available at 9:30 a.m., with the
service of worship following at
10:45 a.m.
This Christmas Sunday the
Adult Choir will be singing the
anthem "Good Christian Men,
Ftegoice." Dan McDaniel will be
thill&guest organist and choir
director.
The pastor of the cuurch,
Chuck Moffett, will be
preaching on the subject "The
Beauty And The Beast", using
as his texts Isaiah 53:1-6 and
Matthew 2:18,16-18. A nursery
is provided during both Church
School and the service of
worship.
On Christmas Eve the
Sacrament of Communion will
be celebrated during the hours
of 7:00 - 8:30 p.m. Members and
friends are encouraged to take a
few minutes from the busy
schedule to come as a family
and meditate in quiet on the
significance of this Holy Day. It
is not required that you be a
member of the Presbyterian
Church to join in this time of
celetration and meditation.
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SURE, ROLLO, BUT
YOU'LL HAVE TO BUY
5LUGGO,
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The latest White House
enemies list includes a variety
of people ranging from prominent politicians to a 72-year-old
retired substitute schoolteacher. Many contacted Friday
said they
were
amazed,
amused and flattered.
"It's not a very exclusive
list," said Jerome Berger, president of a St. Louis, Mo., management company. "When the
first group came out, I was like
a little kid in front of a restaurant - you have your nosed
pressed against the glass, hoping to get inside. This may not
be the first time, but I'm proud
to be on the second team."
Berger said he supported
Dick Gregory in 1968 but voted
for
neither
Nixon
nor
McGovern in 1972.
In Chicago, Hugh Hefner,
head of the Playboy magazine
and financial empire, said he
was happy to be included on
the latest list but curious why
he hadn't been on the first list
"because I am an enemy of everything this administration
stands for."
Marjorie Benton of Evanston,

Ill., said, "I guess it's the best
Christmas present I've ever
had," after she learned that
she and her husband, Charles,
were on the list.
Benton, president of Films
Inc., and former president of
Encyclopaedia Brittanica, said.
"I feel like I'm finally on the
inside."
Hugh M Hamill, a 72-yearold retired Philadelphia substitute teacher said, -I just gave
a nominal amount to the
McGovern campaign and naturally by law listed it. The whole
thing is funnier and funnier."
William Allister of Highland
Park, Ill., was puzzled by his
inclusion on the list. "I voted
for Nixon," he said.
Jules Furth, a funeral company executive, said he was
"utterly surprised" to find his
name on the list. "The only
possible reason I can figure is
because I made donations to
some Democratic campaigns.
I'm possibly as apolitical as
anybody."
His wife, Margo, former columnist for the Chicago Daily
News, said, "I'm terribly hurt
that I didn't make it."

Russians Have Trouble
Selecting Names of Kids
MOSCOW (API - A young
couple recently went to an office here called ZAGS to register the birth of their daughter.
They wanted to name her Anna
Maria.
ZAGS said, "Nyet."
"Why not?" The couple wanted to know.
"Because it's two names,"
said ZAGS.
"Well, write it as one word,"
the cbuple said.
"Nyet," said ZAGS, "it's not
possible."
Had they wanted, they probably could have named her
ZAGS. ZAGS is an acronym
from the Russian initials standing for Registry for Acts of Civil Status.
It wouldn't be the first time
since the revolution that first
names were made this way.
There are people . walking
around the Soviet Union today
with the name "Viler," derived from "Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, Initiator of the October
Revolution."
And there's "Melor," from

Ehrlich, secretary of the nonprofit (..-(e poi ation that manages
the house. "Historically, prisons have separated prisoners
from their families and home
communities.
"It is emotionally a hardship
to be related to someone who is
incarcerated. Oftentimes the
children are ridiculed in school,
and the wives have nobody to
talk with openly in their community," she added. "Sharing
such experiences helps all of us
to find answers to the problems
that we must face daily for perhaps 10 to 20 years."
Twenty persons are staying
in the house now. During the
summer the average may rise
to 40 at any one time. Last
July, for instance, 650 passed
through the two-story, eightbedroom frame house.
December 19, 1973
The house meets its expenses
ADULTS 109
of about $1,000 a month through
NURSERY 10
gifts from churches, civil
groups and individuals, plus the
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Faughn I Wilma donations of the people who use
Jeweldean, Mother), Route 8. the house. Ms. Ehrlich says the
house is just "at the point of
Box 361, Benton.
meeting our basic bills."
DISMISSALS
Starting the house three
Mrs. Helen Louise Mullins, years ago was no easy
chore.
Route 5, Paris, Tenn., Trellis No one appeared
anxious to
Elmo Boggess,
Route 3, rent or sell a house to the prisMurray, Mrs. Helen Delois on support group. Finally, an
Moore, Route 1, Almo, Miss out-of-town group sold them
the
Susan Kennedy, Sharp St., house in this small
Tacoma
Murray, Mrs. Marsha Kay suburb for $17,500-$200
down,
Lovett, Route 4, Benton, Mrs. $200 a month.
Goldie Mae Barrow, Box 93,
Three women work full time
Dover, Tenn., Tommy Dan without pay in the
house, cookWorkman, 703 S. 9th St., ing, cleaning and
generally
Murray, Mrs. Regina Cathryn keeping together what
amounts
Paschall, Route 5, McClain Tr. to a large family at
any one
Cts., Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Lola" time.
Mae Lewis, 1103 Arkida,
Because about 75 per cent of
Murray, George Edward the inmates of McNeil
are from
Overby, 707 Olive St., Murray; out of state, the
support house
Master Donnie Lynn Ballen- often is the
difference between
tine, Route 6, Murray: Miss.
(14/nkiv vi n.anIsn.stm-:Zeriiiiier Dawn Tarnto-ute 1
- drifting apart.
Almo, Mrs. Effie Davis
The support house is believed
Laycock, 105 Chestnut, Murray, to be the only
one of its type in
Mrs. Helen tilells Lassiter, 109 the
nation. There is a hospiS. 10th St., Murray, Joe Jones tality
house, open during the
(expired), Box 394, Hazel.
day only, near San Quentin.
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Marx, Engels, Lenin, October
Revolution. There are even
cases of a "Melor" who used to
be "Melsor." The missing "s"
stood for Stalin and was cast
away in the winds of de-Stalinization.
Lass able to adapt to sudden
shifts in the political tides are
thousands of women named
"Stalina."
With Lenin, though, you're always right.
People named "Lennie" or
"Vilen," from V.I. Lenin,
haven't much to worry about.
Another set of first names
dates from the early days of industrialization and collective
farms. Thus "Domna," the
Russian word for blast furnace,
"Elektrina" and "Traktoritui."
There's also "Oktyabrina,"
from the Russian word for October in memory of the "October Revolution."
The official at ZAGS wouldn't
accept Annemarie as one word
or two.
But in the spirit of compromise, he proposed, "How
about Marinanna?"

Prisoners' Support House
Offers Lodging To Families
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) While the men do their time inside McNeil Island Federal
Penitentiary, their families often spend some of theirs at the
Steilacoom Prisoners' Support
House nearby.
The house offers lodging, food
and friendship to the prisoners'
families. Its residents may stay
there from a few days to a few
weeks while tify visit their
jailed kin.
"'The purpose is to create a
link between McNeil Island
prisoners, their families and
the community," said Robin
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2. Notice

32. Apartments For Rent

ROBERTS REALTY
to FULL OR part time-Electrolux
thank the people in Murray and now open for sales and service
ADVERTISING
Calloway County for making 1973 personnel-be smart and star•
DEADLINES
•
their best year in Real Estate. t $$$$$$$. 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
: All display ads, classified
p. ne Paducah 4434469. Equal
*display
and
regular
opportunity employer.
*
display, must be submitted
FO
P i ot men's glasses
by 12 noon, the day before
on Steel Hill. Identify and pay for WANTED MATURE woman to
publication.
ad. Phone 753-6013.
keep school age children in my
All reader classifieds
home 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
lp
must be submitted by 4•
Saturday and afternoons begin at
.m. the day before!
2:30, from January 2 to April 16.
tiniblication.
Light housework. Must furnish
Z•
••••••••••••••ois4
and
own
transportation
references. Phone 753-6251.

SMALL APARTMENT. Electric
heat. Married couple only. $50.
per month. M.G. Richardson,
S. 8th Street.

i

0
0
0
0
0

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday 1-5

20% Off

Night
Manager
Wanted

0

Jerry's
Restaurant

0
0

2

furnishe
ROOM
THREE
Apartment, also two bedroo
trailers. Phone 753-4017.

0
$
0, EMPTY HOURS, Empty Purse,

Full Time
Apply In Person at P

'Gourmet Steak Dinner'

TWO oit Three rooms furnished
apartments. Carpeted, plenty
parking. Automatic gas heat. All
utilities furnished, reasonable
rent. Phone 753-8865.

1

Sunday and Wednesday aftt-r 4 n m.
Other December Spectak
COFFEE - 5'
COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST -

REAL NICE furnished apart
ment for rent. Phone 753-6044.

Avon can help fill both. Start an
Avon business of your own by
calling or writing Mrs. Glenda
Dyke, Box 3247, Paducah Kentucky, 443-3386.

For
Price
of

.3

Triangle Inn
46. Homes For Sale

49. Used Cars & Trucks

TWO BEDROOM house in 1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent
condition, will sacrifice. Phone
Kirksey. Call 527-7878.
753-8892 between 5:00 and 7:00
Everything
BARGAIN HOME or Income p.m.
FOOD!! HOT food. Nets $15 per
Rental property, five bedrooms
hour. Part time-full time. No
ANIP JUST WHAT AM 1 TO DO
Nice furnished
Examination To Be
full basement on corner lot
and
5)NDAY9'?"
selling. 10 hour week can earn
WITH tv1`( `GASLE55
51. Services Offered
for
$15,000
if sold this month. See
$8000 yearly. Cash required 1995.
2 bedroom apartment at 1700 Miller
Owner
at
then
call
SEAml.F_sS
GUTTERS, baked
Held To Fill A Vacancy Must be qualified individual with
at bank on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
finance
May
753-9773.
Locations
secured
the
good
credit.
for college students.
CARPET SALE all during
rate with reasonable down years. For free detailed estimate
age no factor. Can be nice family
In A County Health
month of December, Hughes
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and
payment, or will consider trade phone Atkins Gutter service,
operation. Written buy back Bo..,753-5865
Paint Store, 401 Maple Street,
Phone
Y
BICYCLE, high handle treated fence posts. Murray
for Mobile Home, car, truck, Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
phone
include
Write,
agreement.
Murray, Kentucky.
bars, chrome fenders, banana Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Department
tractor or other personal
or 753-5108
number to : A.M.I. Inc., 5205 seat, 20,, wheel, moo. phonems- Street.
property.
BLUE GRASS Builders. Year
Leesburg
Suite
1400,
Falls
23v.
Pike,
A vacancy now exists in
end special-2 car garage, as low
Church,
23041
Va.
the Calloway County
IF CARPETS look dull and drear, DUPLEX APARTMENT,.two
FOR SALE
as $1895.00. Aluminum siding or
Health Department for the
remove spots as they appear with bedrooms. Phone 753-7850.
Brick home on large lot, 90' x
additions. For the price, you
MUST
SELL pontoon boat for Blue Lustre. Rent Electric
classification of Senior
315', back yard fully fenced.
can't afford to wait. Phone
at 809 Olive St. near Middle
FIREWOOD-cut to order. pleasure boat, duck blind or boat shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
County Sanitarian.
School, college and shopping
Mayfield collect 247-7672.
Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
docks. $375.00. Phone 753-9349. Shopping Center.
Minimum requirements for
center 6 bedroom, 2 2 baths,
kitchen,
tor
and
large
den
this position are as follows:
SLEEPING ROOMS, electric
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter shop
mal living room & dining
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS Gift for
Graduation from a
entrance, room
heat,
Private
basement
Full
Musical
(old ice plant) Complete
io
26.
IY-Rad
that special person. Pen and ink
college or university of
refrigerator. Zimmerman finished for play room and
repairs,
and
remodeling
Basement wall 10"
MOM & DAD
portrait, no sitting involved
recognized standing with
Apartments, S. 16th Street. kitchen
LEARANCE Sale
concrete outside
poured
doors,
forpaneling,
cabinets,
Priced for anyone's budget. PIANO TUNING, repair and 'able Cassette i ecordet
r.
6
':
player.ayP°
s.1 ers
courses in one of the
Phone 7534609.
entrance. Steel i beam sub
mica work, finish carpentry,
Phone 436-2107 after 5:00 p.m.
structure. gas & electric heat
biological or physical
rebuilding. Prompt service. WHILE THEY LAST'
FURNISHED ROOM for men
Keg
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
and air conditioning. Plaster
WORKMAN
sciences. (Substitution of
Rebuilt piano for sale. Ben Dyer, Model
Pi e Price
Sale
walls interior Must see to
women. Kitchen facilities. $70.11
753-0790 nights.
Immediate
appreciate
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far 753-8911.
one year's experience as a
$29.95 $25.88
M-8-13.3
per month including utilities. One
possession
$3995 $29.88
M-8415
away! Let Avon help you make
local health department
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
block from campus. Available
Ralph PAcCuiston-753-44t7
$42.95 $3588
M-8445
holiday money. As an Avon
sanitarian for each year of
seamless gutters installed per
immediately. 753-0832.
$4495 $22.88
M-8450
Representative, you can earn BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. N1-8455
college work not completed
$3195 $39I
BARGAIN HOME or Income your specifications. Call Larry
extra cash-and it's easy and Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo M-8460
$3995 $47 88
may be given if the ex7-Rental property, five bedrooms Lyles at 753-2310 for free
sr
RUBY SALES
44,kinoe_s For Rent
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke, Piano Company, across from
perience was in a depart1!
and
full basement on corner lot estimate.
68 BEN"TON KY
Its guraranteed to
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. Post Office, Paris, Tennessee. IGHWAY
ment in which a wellCOUNTRY LTVING in the city for $15,000 is sold this month. See
42001,443-3366
rounded
program
of
SPECIAL-SPECIAL-Special. Six rooms, full basement, on
bring smiles from
at 1700 Miller then call Owner at
sanitation under approved
PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00. 19" color TV sets, new, 199.95. acres in Murray. Phone 436-5353 753-9773. May finance at bank LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
your child Christmas
-7
Far
Having trouble getting those
supervision was mainLonardo Piano Company, across Roby Sales, Benton Kentucky
rate with reasonable down
sale
jobs done? Call Ernest
tained and satisfactory
Morning
from Post Office, Paris, Ten-142071
unfurnished
BEDROOM
TWO
payment, or will consider trade small
personnel rating attained.)
MOTORCYCLE sitting up during nessee.
house, large living room, electric for Mobile Home, car, Truck, White, 753-0606
THIS SUBSTITUTION OF
winter months? Why not make it
27. Mobile Home Sales . heat, 522 Shady Lane, $85.00. tractor, or other personal
EXPERIENCE
FOR
look 100 per cent better and worth CLEARANCE SALE G E. Record
Phone 753-1962 days, 753-5896 property
B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
All AKC Registered
-DESIRABLE MOBILE Home lot, nights.
COLLEGE WORK NOT
more for summer with a custom
Players
basements, ready to live in if
Water
and
month.
Sale
per
Reg.
$80.00
between
DOES
NOT
755-3677
COMPLETED
Phone
paint job.
*St. Bernards
patios,
garages,
wanted,
Price
Price
included,
Model
pickup
garbage
Service
APPLY TO ANYONE
8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
48. Automotive
$18.95 $1688 Lakeway Mobile Home Court.
*Dachsunds
V-211
sidewalks, retaining walls
AFTER
APPOINTED
$2488
$34.95
V-639
driveways, etc. Also backhoe
*Basset Hounds
FEBRUARY 28, 1958.
$55.95 $4494 753-8216 after 5:00 p.m.
COMPLETE RADIATOR service
V-936
SEARS BELT Massauger and
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.
registered,
$4788
ARC
$59.95
PUPS,
*Pomeranian
BOXER
946
The beginning salary is
and heater repair. Sholar Auto
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms,
slant board. Toy drum set. Phone
$59
$79.95
.
T-361
Paris,
Phone
white.
fawn with
$556.00 per month. Persons
*Toy Poodles
Repair, 209 South 7th Street.
on large lot, approximately is's
ROBY SALES
7534994.
Tennessee 901-642-9142.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
interested in taking this
Phone 753-1751.
HIGHWAY 68 BENTON, KY
block from new school on Pot24
hour
offers
Electric
examination can obtain
Road,
three
miles
from
tertovrn
121 By-Pass
GAS RANGE-Kenmore, 30" four
service for well
emergency
further details and an
unstraps,
burner, coppertone with grill in FIVE PIECE Rogers drum set. town. Storm
1--;;":1
Used
pumps, plumbing and electrical
application blank from the
derpenned, fully carpeted,
center.
680.00 or best offer. Phone Phone 753-4746.
problems. Phone 753-5543.
Health
Calloway County
door,
four
Special,
dryer,
air
conBUICK
washer
and
1968
489-2318.
Department, or by writing
mileage,
gas
ditioned, antenna, gas furnace,
Good on oil and
to the Merit System Office,
TABLE AND six chairs, $35.00.'MUSIC LESSONS: Band in- large gas tank, city water,
automatic, $900.00. Phone 767- JERRY'S REFINISHING
Department For Human
One book shelf bed with box struments, piano, guitar, $8,300.00. Phone 753-5953 or 701
& Custom Built furniture,6 miles
4408.
Resources, Bureau For
springs and mattress, $30.00. beginning violins, Experienced Sycamore.
south
of Murray on Hwy. 641.
steering,
power
CAPRICE-1969,
Health Services, 275 East
Professional grooming by
Phone 492-8258.
teachers with masters degree.
to sell, $850.00. Good Jerry McCoy owner, 492-8837.
air.
Need
Main Street, Frankfort,
Barbara Snyder
Phone 753-1470.
condition. Phone 762-2557.
Kentucky. Applications
MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', two
WILL GLAZE and simonize any
60 AMP trailer pole, $75.00. Sears
- years experience In pet
must be received by the
bedrooms. Priced $2,400.00 or
car. Reasonable. Phone 753-9429.
1 HP multi-stage pump and all
grooming
and show
CHEVEI.LE-1970 SS396, rebuilt,
Merit System Office or be
best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox
accessories, $150.00. Used five
Pick up and delivery a,
headers, Shiefer racing clutch,
postmarked on or before
Meadows.
months. Call collect 615-387-2497.
your door.
E.T. and U.S. mags, Cowl- SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107
midnight Friday, January
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
induction,5 new tires. 100 percen after 5:00 p.m.
11, 1974.
FIREwOOD FOR Sale, Call 753- Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
guaranteed. $1700.00. Phone 4
447 ar 489.2t1L
13111 Street. "Every day you MOBILE HOME for rent or sale,
2385.
M.Free Column
delay lets bugs have their way" 12' x 60', two bedrooms, set up
WANTED PART time ward
and underpenned at Riviera MALE DACHSHUND, three VOLKSWAGEN-1965 Beetle, FREE, THREE month old
puppy. See at 1007 Main Street.
'clerk; full time orderly; weekend JUST LIKE new Sears Coldspot
4 Courts. Rent $125.00 per month years old, red. Also 8 week old price $600.00. Phone 753-6955.
ONLY THE NEWSPAPER consi- pharmacy clerk; full time refrigerator-freezer, 17.1 cubic
boxer, shots and wormed. Phone
plus deposit. Phone 753-9961.
ders the local problems of its maintenance worker, some
753-0330 after 5:00 p.m..
411211VVITIZVVIMIIVIirlitlirint711171/VIZ
foot, automatic ice maker, FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753readers The outcome of a knowledge of carpentry or
in
Still
x
65',
reversable doors.
1972 MOBILE Home, 12'
4147,
or
436-2390.
school board meeting, or the electricity preferred. Contact
warranty. Avocado green. Owner
central heat and air, 2 full baths, ALASKAN MALAMUTE and
actions of city hall are giver
personnel office at Murray- moving. 9150.00. Phone 753-2715
completely
carpeted. Located in German shepherd puppies. Make
Phone
equal thought to state and na
Calloway County Hospital. An (no Friday night or Saturday FIREWOOD FOR sale.
Murray. For Sale or rent. Phone wonderful pets and good guard -Dance To The Sound of Country Music
435-3251
tional coverage
equal opportunity employer.
calls.)
753-0435 after 6:00 p.m or dogs. 753-9390.
Hoptinsville 8864382.
MAYTAG WASHER and dryer,
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies
avocado, approximately 1 year CROCHETED ANIMALS and NEW TWO bedroom mobile
sale, Predominately Black.
for
a
child
special
old. Good condition. $200.00 or dolls. Give that
home, all electric, carpeted, Phone 753-0182.
best offer. Phone 753-1414 before special gift. Phone 753-4474.
month
960.00 deposit. $125.00 per
5:00 p.m.
Water furnished. Phone 753-2377. MYNA BIRD, about 24'2 years
For Reservations Call 642-9804
old. Talks some. Phone 753-4338.
Blue
Tried
RI NEIGHBOR!
New Store Hours for the
MOBILE HOMES underpenned Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's NEW 12' x 50' two bedroom
super! Rent electric shampooer mobile home, all electric, car- 40. Produce
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461.
$1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five peted. No pets. Water furnished.
Due to the energy crisis, we're shortening our
$50.00 deposit, $125.03 per month. FRESH FLORIDA oranges, $4.50
Points.
hours
Phone 753-8921.
a box or 50 cents a dozen.
WOOD FOR sale also will buy
Tangerines and naval oranges,
KIRBY VACUUM (Christmas standing timber. Call 753-4147
10' x 40' FURNISHED trailer, all all kinds of apples and nuts, Open
Special).receive free hose and
electric, water furnished. No Christmas Eve. Gallimore's
attachments with the purchase of
a new Kirby upright through Dec. TWO TURQUOISE cut pile area pets. Couple or man only. $75.00 Fruit Stand, Hazel, Kentucky.
31. Save $40.00. Phone 753-0359, rugs, one 4' x 6' and one 6' x 9' per month. Phone 753-1203.
ask for Mike Hutchins, Bob Phone 7534817.
TRAILER FOR rent or sale. 12'x 43. Real Estate
Bryar,Hollis Clark, Lloyd Buller,
Hwy. 94E, just across the
80', all electric, on /
1
2 acre lot.
or stop by and see a new or FIREWOOD FOR sale Will South 16th Extended. Phone 753- SPANN REALTY for all your
needs. We handle all types of
railroad tracks
rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
deliver. Phone 436-2363.
4534.
Try The
Real Estate. We need listings.
Phone GUY SPANN REALTY
MOBILE HOME for rent or sale, 753-7724, 901 Sycamore, Murray.
12' x 60', two bedrooms, set up
and underpenned at Riviera
DEALER
150 ACRES located southeast of
in Aurora, Ky.
Courts. Rent $125.00- per month
WE NOW HAVE 6
Murray, mostly timber but about
436-2174.
plus deposit. Phone
See: Don Chapman or Charles Roberts
The Hitching Post has a good selection of
60 acres tillable, partially fenced.
753-3597.
REALTY,
MOFFM
gifts for everyone.
coAcu
T TVA and .Fr",
',
, .• Met
We writ tie open ostiorriery iftrorigh
Meadows Mobile lksric Parks,'
• New and Used Equipment and
South 16th Street. Residential
December 24th.
area, natural gas honk ups BY OWNER-35 acre--farm,
Tractors
• Parts
Hours 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
northwest of Murray.
from
$27.50.
miles
satisfiable.
Spaces
Cofher of 7tfi & Main
753-5273
Ph.
Phone 753-3855
Phone 437.4328
WRAPPING-
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• ARADISE
KENNELS

WiAobne Home.How

753-4106

BLUE MARLIN CLUB
* CHRISTMAS WEEK *
Band Every Night
Special Dec. 24, 25 & Jan. 1

N -O-T-I-C-E
Effective January 1st.

Northside Jim Adams IGA

OPENING
SOON!!

Open 5 A.M. Until Midnight
6 Days A Week

Running Out Of ideas For
Christmas Gifts?

Hitching Post

"V.S.•

PURCHASE
EQUIPMENT CO.

[

Believe it or Not!!

ik

4-Wheel Drive Trucks

Sale ann_Savires.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

-FREE GIFT

45.fiemsfor

•
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Your Individual
Horoscope

1973
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Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,
DECEMBER 24, 1973
which
Look in the section in
find
and
s
come
day
birth
your
ding
accor
is,
ok
outlo
what your
to the stars.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erkt
It is difficult for you to contain
yourself at times, but this is one
of those days when you MUST.
and
mix-ups
Otherwise,
misunderstandings will ensue.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) t-Ski,
There are tendencies now to
take off on tangents and to ease
up in effort just when more
persistence is needed. Don't fail
yourself by yielding to such
inclinations.
GEMINI
a
I May 22 to June 21)
s
You will have acces to some
unusual gains now if you move
with forethought and know-how.
Mercury, propitious, stimulates
your intuition and quick
thinking.
CANCER.
(June 22 to July 23) 90
You will not approve of some
extremes being suggested.
Speak up, voice your disapproval — but calmly and
logically. A fine chance to use
your diplomacy!
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) 124.i
A day in which the Leoite
should shine' Now's the time to
capitalize on your top-flight
ideas; to use the novel strategy
that boots your project to the
finish line.
VIRGO
/L
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) VP L
Several useful ideas may
come to you now, but not the
opportunity to apply them
immediately. Be patient, and
don't try to get ahead of
yourself.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct 23
A good day! Stellar influences
should bring increased prestige,
new friendships, personality
development. You can gain
through others as well as
through your own efforts.
SCORPIO
,
*
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ni
Not much planetary help
here, so day is practically your
own to mold. Try to conclude
long-term agreements if any
are pending. Stars are generous
in that respect.
SAGMTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )1Fle#
Fine Jupiter influences. Take
up the reins and drive straight,
strong and with enthusiasm.
Adhere to well-defined procedures, however.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Maintain an intelligent,
discriminating distance from
those who do not hold to your
principles while you also aim to
their
understand
better
reasoning.
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Yes...Prices
Prit!
Slashed 30% to 60% 4411
on Fall and Winter I
Fabrics! Look for
the Bright Red
Sales Tags in
Every Department, N

xr

40 s

TTith. 71 tolreb:iik)
A fine chance to put more
strength into methods for
furthering your goals. Your
keenness and convincing words
can bring new laurels.

X?

PISCES
(Feb. 29 to Mar. 20)
A thorough reappraisal of
recent activities can be the
basis for highly improved
future planning. Don't stymie
yourself through outmoded
ideas, methods. Be progressive.

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with many traits
which could lead to a happy and
successful life — IF you can
conquer a tendency to live
within yourself, which makes
you moody, at times so
despondent as to border on the
a
melancholy. This is
characteristic which you MUST
learn to curb. Try to develop the
outgoing side which is inherent
in everyone but, in your case,
must be DEVELOPED. Then
press on to make the most of
your talents which, enthusiastically deployed, would
make excellent outlets for your
emotions. Music, literature and
the performing arts could bring
you
you joys untold. Innately,
to
have a gift for adapting
tions
situa
ult
diffic
and
al
unusu
in
stamina
great
and
emergencies. Use it Birthdate
of: Matthew Arnold, poet,
critic.
irigibit
Bear rubs are usii
•
•
•
at birth.' -There are about 85,000 miles
imof paved, surfaced and
proved roads in Ontario.
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